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Ken Major has been sifting through his photo albums.

Stay safe everybody
Someone celebrates a 76th birthday
Tony Papard totally rounds up Country
John H. continues his reviewing extravaganza
Jazz Junction, Soul Kitchen, Blues Rambling
And more....
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Clover the Fluffy Pig dusts off
her trotters and, after
removing her mask and
ensuring she has two metres
of clear space, oinks
“ HOLD THE THIRD PAGE! ”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to the mid-summer edition No 122 of Tales From The
Woods magazine. We are holding the third page to announce
some very exciting news, we are making an addition to the line-up
for our big party at the 100 Club on Sunday September 26th to
celebrate the 20th Anniversary of our social networking group, live music and this very magazine.
The name of Cleo Sylvestre will be well-known to devotees of stage, screen and radio, from child
actor in the 1950s to appearing in three of Ken Loach’s classic so-called kitchen sink dramas of the
1960s, “Cathy Come Home” to name but just one, along with appearances in television’s longest
running soap opera “Coronation Street”. Cleo was the first black actress to appear in a leading role
at London’s National Theatre, where she has returned this very month to perform in Dylan Thomas’
“Under Milkwood”. Phew!!!
If that is not enough there is yet another amazing string to her bow, her
alternative incarnation is that of down home and rocking blues, rhythm and
blues singer “Honey B Mama”. It is in that guise the lady will be appearing
on our show at the 100 Club on the 26th bringing along a few of her friends
to help her kick off her shoes and let them good times roll.
Cleo’s love of this music stretches back to her childhood; in 1964 she
recorded “To Know Him Is To Love Him”
backed by the Rolling Stones and
produced by their then manager Andrew
Loog Oldham. Although she soon
returned to acting, her friendship and
admiration of the band transcended the
years, and when Brian Jones left the band
in 1969, plans were well afoot to form a new band with Cleo.
Unfortunately, as we all know, this would never be, as Brian was
soon to die.
During the sixties, she shared friendships with musicians who are now household names, elder
statesmen of the British rock, blues and pop industry, Jimmy Page, Allan Clarke of the Hollies,
Graham Nash too before he departed blighty for the US.
Wow! You don’t want to miss this show, gang, it’s going to be one hell of a party.















Yes, it’s official, gang. On Sunday 1st May 2022, the
long awaited Swamp Pop Show featuring Johnnie
Allan, Jivin’ Gene, Gene Terry along with the amazing
Tales From The Woods Band will finally get to
perform at London’s legendary 100 Club. We have all
waited two years for this, twice postponed with many
disappointed fans, artists, and musicians alike.
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Advertising will be out and about, before the ink is barely dry on this very issue of TFTW magazine.
We all here are so proud that so many of you stuck with us, not asked for refunds. I personally shall
be contacting all in due course via email, telephone or text, whichever being appropriate, regarding
seating reminders, maybe in some cases upgrading to stage front.
Everyone involved in the show is as keen, remains as excited as the day the show was first mooted,
It will be, I’m sure, a show to join the annals of TFTW history as one of its finest moments. Any
queries regarding tickets yet to be sold or indeed already sold, seating planned or exchanged or
any change of circumstance, I’m here to take your calls folks.

























Relaxing of lockdown rules has allowed long suffering Woodies
to meet up in central London not quite the gang meet ups of old,
with restrictions upon numbers, daytime instead of evening, but
that matters not, just the opportunity to escape four walls,
endless television or perhaps listening to the roots music we all
love through our headphones, most importantly allowing our
incredibly creative webmaster and social secretary to weave his
own brand of personal magic by bringing so many of us
together.
Unfortunately, I’ve not been able to join the afternoon party
goers, as I’m still waiting for my cataract operation, just a few days prior to as I type I received a call
from the hospital to say due to the consultant contracting Covid, and two thirds of eye department
now being in self isolation, my long awaited operation is cancelled. I hope to have heard by the time
this magazine hits your screens of an alternative date.
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Whilst on the subject of eyes, I think Brian “Bunter” Clark deserves an extra round of
applause for his much appreciated return as a scribe for TFTW, helping yours truly out with
obituaries whilst my eye problem persists.
I have to keep my screen time restricted for the time being; to be honest it’s not so much
the typing, it’s the research beforehand, not just from the screen but from reference books,
album sleeves etc, it all takes a toll upon these eyes, therefore a very big personal thank you from
me to Brian for so gallantly coming to my rescue.
Taking a break also, is my favourite movie column, which I’m
very pleased to say, judging by words expressed, has far
exceeded expectation in terms of interest and popularity. This
is partly due to my eyes and part the need to take a planned
break to seek out, research and view again, often after many
years, films that made such impression first time round.
The series kicked off with my all-time favourite, “Dr Strangelove” the
Stanley Kubrick masterpiece with a stellar cast that included Peter
Sellers, George C Scott, Slim Pickens.
We also ran a second feature in those ‘all seeing days’ it was coupled
with “White Zombie”; this 1935 horror classis starring Bela Lugosi
brought floods of nostalgic tears and yelping of joyous abandon by
publisher, record company boss, musician, singer, the multi talented
veteran Woodie, Dave Travis, who truly believed he was the only
person left in the world who remembered the film.
The first run of the series came to a fitting conclusion in the last issue
(121) with the second of my Alan Bennett choices, “Madness Of King
George”. It’s been fun to do, we shall be back with our movies past
column, as we still have a lot of great films yet to be exposed within
these pages.
Like some of you maybe, Lockdown has led me to watch more television than I can ever remember
at a guess when it was still a novelty that was kept in a corner of privilege in the living room of my
childhood.
I know that we have a considerable amount of railway buffs among our numbers, so their opinions
I respect. I was simply amazed by the amount of this subject matter on that small screen (although
not so small for many folks these days) be it weighty intellectual documentary series “Locomotion”
with Dan Snow narrating the historical development of the steam locomotive from its beginnings to
its latter half of twentieth century demise through to lightweight “day in the life” of major nationwide
busy rail terminal stations for staff and its thousands of passengers. Somewhere in between we
have Chris Tarrant retired from attempting to turn Joe Public into millionaires to ride trains around
the globe, “extreme train journeys” being the series in question. There are no doubt many more I
took little notice of, or simply switched channels with a groan “not more railways”.
I guess this all began with former Tory politician turned human
being, clad in colourful clothing and clutching a copy of
Bradshaw’s 19th century travel guide for places of interest for
well-heeled Victorian train travellers to visit, the object of the
programme to revisit these places and discover how much
remains recognisable. Well over a century and a half later,
whilst at the same time allowing its presenter to indulge in his
passion for train travel.
A long running programme, that still remains popular, but is all
this railway themed fodder verging on overkill I ask myself?
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Certainly a far cry from the time when rail travel was considered unfashionable, which began in the
sixties and continued throughout the eighties, during which time the once
splendid Doric arch at Euston through which travellers would enter for over a
hundred years, was destroyed when the terminal was rebuilt to resemble as
much as possible an airport. St Pancras now not just the home of Midland
Railway but international destinations provided by Eurostar, that would have
suffered an even worse fate, had it not been for poet laureate Sir John
Betjeman and a handful of likeminded believers this magnificent building
would now be another carbuncle seventies office block. A similar fate would
have fallen upon Marylebone had changing attitudes had not prevented.
All this and far more was allowed unabated by the railway management who were in collusion with
successive governments, now of-course tax payers are picking up the tab for reopening lines closed
by the infamous Dr Beeching, axed often decades past, it was claimed that his annual fee was
£24,000 for his expertise, a fortune back in those days.
Comedy actor, often regarded as the comedians’ comedian Tony Hancock was
recruited to have anti railway propaganda written into his scripts for his hugely
popular television show, for which he was paid £12,500 per year for doing so. Not
mentioned too often in documentaries about this manic depressive comedian,
although the story was re-aired within the last few years in a one off documentary
on that aforementioned Doctor Beeching (chairman of British Railways 1961-1965).

























A good friend of us all here at Tales From The Woods and many, many more from around the
roots music scene through the years, Nick Sands who had been in very poor health for a few years
passed away. I’m sure all of us at TFTW will wish to offer their condolences to wife Joy and all his
family and friends. Nick had worked behind the scenes in music industry for many years before I
first got to meet him during the earliest existence of TFTW. Back in 2007 Nick kindly offered to occupy
the DJ chair at London’s 100 Club, when we proudly presented soul man Lou Pride.
Five years later Nick and Joy flew with a selection of devotees including myself to Hamburg,
Germany for a celebration of fifty years of the world famous “Star Club”, a wildest of wild weekends
for us all it was too, a memory not to be diminished by the passage of time.
Until severe health problems prevented Nick was a regular attendee at our end of each and every
month gang meet ups in central London, Nick also leant his skills in stage management to a couple
of our shows at the now vanished London Borderline, following on from our Hamburg trip.
Nick will be sadly missed by us all at TFTW - RIP Nick Sands.

























If we have not been burdened with sad news of late, just moments ago I received a newsflash here
at TFTW office regarding the passing of another dear and loyal friend, Martin Thompson, otherwise
known as “Dart Carson”, self-appointed sheriff of Sidcup, or Sadcup as Dart used to refer to his
native Kentish suburb. Dart came to us via his lifelong friend the late Charles Dale, or Dr Dale,
whose agony uncle column graced these pages in the magazine’s much younger days, found many
a follower of his humour’s style
Dart, before poor health slowed him down, was one of this organization’s wildest children and even
into his sixties he was barely in control. Dart and Charles played in an amateur rock’n’roll band for
decades, as boys, men and old timers, only age and the passing of its members led to its demise.
Dart too was a regular attendee at all things TFTW from the beginning, social events, live shows, he
particularly loved in recent times, Gerry’s Bar; being among like-minded friends in a quirky Soho
institution very much suited his style. Having only just received the news, I have at present no
information upon the cause of his death. RIP Dart Carson.
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Born in Tulsa, Oklahoma on October 24, 1935, Sanford Clark was
truly a giant of Arizona rockabilly, and the one record he released
that in any way became a hit - "The Fool" - yielded many covers
down through the years, most notably by Johnny Burnette, Robert
Gordon, Jamie Coe and Elvis Presley.
His family moved to Phoenix, Arizona when Sanford was a child,
and he soon showed a keen interest in the guitar, and after
becoming reasonably proficient he began performing in the
Phoenix area. He enlisted for a four-year term in the U.S. Air
Force, forming a band during his stint of duty while based on
Johnston Island, in the Pacific. By 1956 he was back in Phoenix, and he and guitarist friend Al
Casey came to meet with local DJ Lee Hazlewood who was impressed with Sanford's voice, and
Hazlewood suggested that Clark and Casey record a song Hazlewood had recently penned, entitled
"The Fool".
The song was duly recorded at Floyd Ramsey's Audio Recorders
studio for MCI records (bassist Jimmy Wilcox and drummer
Connie Conway ran the studio along with Ramsey). The Dot label
picked up distribution after a Philadelphia DJ recommended it,
and the tune eventually hit the American Top 10 in the country,
R&B and pop charts; it also saw release over here in the UK on
the London label, but it didn't trouble our chart compilers. Its
success saw Clark go on tour in the US with Ray Price, Gene
Vincent, Carl Perkins and young Roy Orbison, and though a
smaller hit was achieved in 1957 with "A Cheat", Clark became
disillusioned with Randy Wood at Dot, and in 1958 signed with the
Jamie label, cutting such excellent material as "Run Boy Run" and
"Son Of A Gun".
Moving to Hollywood in the '60s, Clark pit-stopped at various labels, firstly releasing one single for
Trey ("Guess It's Love"/" It Hurts Me Too") in 1961, two singles for Warner Brothers in 1964-65, one
of which, Lee Hazlewood's composition "Houston", was successfully covered by Dean Martin. A
move to Ramco in 1966 yielded a plethora of fine sides, from which two singles - one a recut of
"The Fool" with Waylon Jennings on guitar - resulted; some of these cuts appeared in the UK on an
Ember album "They Call Me Country" in 1968.
Sanford recorded, in 1967, a hot new country tune called "Son Of
Hickory Holler's Tramp" but had to observe soul-pop vocalist O.C.
Smith clean up sales-wide in the pop chart with his cover. This
appeared on Hazlewood's LHI label, as did the 1968 album, "Return
Of The Fool".

Sanford Clark 2001
© Nick Cobban

In 1969 Clark quit the music business and worked in construction, but
during the '70s became aware of an interest in his early recordings by
Rock’n’Roll fans worldwide, and it was this high level of interest that
eventually resulted in Sanford's coming to the UK to perform - along
with old friends Al Casey and Lee Hazlewood - at a Rock’n’Roll
weekender in Hemsby, Norfolk, in 2001; I and many Woodies have
great memories of this particular show, and Clark's voice was still in
top shape. Sanford Clark died, at the age of 85, in Joplin, Missouri on
July 4, 2021, contracting COVID-19 just after receiving treatment for
cancer. R.I.P.
Brian Clark
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They say everyone is obsessed on a certain point; dig deep enough and we all have some low-level
OCD when it comes to something that’s important to us. I must admit that, throughout my life, I’ve
had many of these obsessions – most of those music based.
Possibly the first musical obsession I remember
occurred when I first heard the song ‘Hey! Lawdy,
Lawdy’ when I was around 13/14 at Blackmail
Records in Grimsby. Steve Potts, who owned and
ran the shop, said something along the lines of “Isn’t
this an amazing 45?” He wasn’t wrong. A great girl
rocking number with an equally hot guitar break.
Sadly, it wasn’t for sale as it was in his own
collection. I got a chance to hold the record and
memorise the information on the label.
RCA 1239: Hey Lawdy Lawdy – Mary Petti
In those pre-internet days, finding information was
really not only tough – but nigh on impossible. I’d
started my record collecting by then to include some of the easier Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran
45s, but this was a mystery record to all intents and purposes.
It was nearly ten years later when I first saw a copy for sale - £40 for an unplayed copy; I’d left
university and got myself a proper job so this wasn’t a stretch. However, I hesitated… would it be
as good as I remembered? I was deeply into the Rock'n'Roll scene now and some of the stuff I
really liked 10/15 years earlier sound pretty dull. I took a punt and decided to buy it and two days
later an absolutely gleaming copy arrived in the post. From the moment the needle hit the grooves
it was clear that the music hadn’t diminished; it was as fresh as I remembered it ten years before.
The flipside ‘Gee, But It Hurts’, a ballad in the Brenda Lee style was almost an equal.
Well, the 45 got played and played over the years, its grooves turning a light shade of grey in time.
Over the following 20 years I picked up a copy on US RCA, along with the two really great follow
ups she made. I even bought the ACE CD ‘Rockin’ From Coast to Coast Vol 3’ which had the track
- but even the experts drew a blank.
Lockdown and a very long furlough left me with some time
on my hands; I decided I was going to spend a bit of time
cataloguing records and doing some research. It soon
struck me that it might be a good opportunity to find out
some more information on some mystery artists - Mary Petti
was top of the list. Every combination of her name and
records went into the search engines and I was soon
rewarded with the first picture I’d ever seen of Mary – an
RCA promotional picture from early 1961.
Spurred on, I turned my attention to Facebook – surely
some relatives on there? This is the moment I realised just
how huge Facebook really is (2.8 million users every
month) and it took me 5 days, 89 messages and lots of
dead ends before I got a proper lead. I had thought of giving
up a couple of times, but then I had the message ping into
my messages I doubted would ever come.
The message was from Ann Marie Cassell McCollian, who
turned out to be Mary’s daughter. Mary, Ann Marie said,
was alive and well and living in Philadelphia. Just this news pleased me to be honest. Ann Marie,
who really is the hero of this piece, asked if I’d like to speak to her mum on the phone and the next
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day I was speaking to the very lovely and funny Mary. I asked if Mary would be interested in telling
her story to me and I’m very pleased to say she agreed and we had a fantastic interview over Zoom
where Mary gave the fascinating story of her life and career. I’m really pleased to help her tell it.
Mary Petti was born in Canarsie, Brooklyn NY in August 1942; a naturally musical child born into an
equally non-musical family. Canarsie was a poor area of Brooklyn and the family scraped by the
best they could. Very early on, the shy and talented Mary moved from being what she described as
a ‘closet singer’ – literally singing in the closet in this case – to taking part in local talent contests
where she would sing the latest Teresa Brewer songs. The prizes ranged from monetary to a bottle
of whiskey. It all counted when you weren’t well off.
Studying at the local Industrial Arts School in the daytime, Mary was spotted singing at a talent show
by the Crew Cuts’ manager George Brown. Brown quickly used his contacts to secure the 18-yearold a contract with RCA Victor. Under the supervision of Sam Cooke’s producers Hugo and Luigi
she was brought into their New York studio to record ‘Gee, But It Hurts’ which was written by Brown’s
wife, Wanda Merrill, an accomplished songwriter who’d already made the charts with Petula Clark’s
version of her ‘Baby Lover’.
The other song on the session was a Charles Singleton rocker called ‘Hey! Lawdy Lawdy’. Mary
remembered being awed by the session; she’d met the Tokens leaving as she walked in and now
she was standing in the booth ready to go. She was so green to recording that on the intro, when
she was told to ‘come in’, she literally left the recording booth and walked up to the producers who
kindly told her that they meant she just had to start singing! From that false start, fourteen takes
were made on ‘Lawdy’; as you’d expect from a Hugo and Luigi production, the finished results were
fresh and catchy. George Barnes’ guitar rang on the guitar break and the strings – brought in to
sweeten the sound – were quite muted by 1961 standards. All in all, it was a great day.
RCA Victor rushed the 45 out on RCA 7886 in May 1961 and Mary was sent out to promote ‘Gee,
But It Hurts’ which was the planned A side. It seems early on the record was getting split plays.
Billboard listed ‘Lawdy’ as the lead side saying “Chirp… displays good rock-a-billy vitality on this
sock item with strings”. Cashbox also reviewed it favourably, with ‘Lawdy’ as the top side. RCA
continued to push ‘Gee, But It Hurts’ and this was the side she plugged on American Bandstand the
following month. Mary remembered the show fondly with Carl Dobkins Jnr on the show too.
Despite the promotion the record didn’t click – perhaps she sounded a little too much like Brenda
Lee on ‘Gee’ and Rock’n’Roll had temporarily faded in the wake of the teen idols of the early ‘60s.
RCA kept faith in her talent though and in October ’61 they released her follow-up, a lovely version
of Johnnie Ray’s ‘Here I Am, Brokenhearted’ RCA. On the flip was the very commercial ‘Just For a
Boy’. RCA hedged their bets and this time the promotion didn’t extend to TV. Again, it failed. Finally,
in the spring of ’62, RCA released ‘The Edge of The World’. Like
the two previous releases, the magic of Hugo and Luigi and the
great voice of Mary Petti could not find the hit they so deserved.
And, that was it – in less than a year from first recording – Mary
was off RCA and never recorded again.
But it certainly wasn’t the end of Mary’s performing; after
marrying and moving to Philadelphia she played the clubs
locally for many years with the Mary Petti Trio. As fellow Philly
resident Charlie would agree, it was a pretty good life.
Today Mary continues to live in Philadelphia; she’s a great
raconteur and has a sharp self-deprecating sense of humour.
She lacks the bitterness of many of her contemporaries and
looked on her spell on RCA as a great time in her life. She still
has a great voice – perhaps it’s time a promoter brought her
over to the UK to rock out on ‘Hey! Lawdy Lawdy’…
John Spencely
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Information Technology Meltdown
Information technology amateurs are wrecking the profitability of any
number of national organisations. My own experience over a two day
period underlined this sad fact.
In order to promote both the National Lottery, and cinema-going post
Covid, Odeon cinemas up and down the land were offering free cinema
tickets to anyone who bought a lottery ticket.
In order to claim your free seats, it was necessary to enter a short series of numbers
contained with your lottery ticket to prove purchase, and proceed from there.
I chose my film, date and time, and did my very best over a couple of hours to take advantage
of the offer. To no avail. So, on the afternoon of the evening performance, I took my lottery
ticket number physically to the cinema, staffed with helpful, computer savvy young folk, and
explained the problem.
They conceded their computer system was not fit for purpose, took my information, and
handed me the two tickets I required for an upcoming blockbuster that had received a rare
rave review from cinema guru Mark Kermode, a film critic whose enthusiasm for a new film
release is as unlikely as his ditching his quasi-rockabilly haircut for a Beatle wig.
We saw the film in the company of 19 other people, the hundreds likely to want to see the
film for free had obviously given up on the Odeon booking system. Since you ask, the film
was Nobody starring Bob Odenkirk, and it rated five out of ten on the Angryometer.
My other experience was with my local sports centre, Clements Hall, where staff re-appeared
at the end of lockdown mystified to find a new computer system had been visited upon them,
and the whole joint was abandoning cash in favour of 100 per cent online transactions.
Prior to this, you could pick up a phone and book an activity, in my case, a badminton court,
pay for it on arrival, cash or card, and play. One person would make the booking, others
would chip in for the cost.
Now, however, that one person makes the booking, pays for the court in advance, and every
other player must go to the Clements Hall website, answer a series of questions, put in their
email address and password, and pay £1.05 on their credit card.
Except that, as so often happens, you end up in an endless loop, unable to access the
booking form.
The result of this is that on the 21 badminton courts in the building when we play, we are
the only people playing.
So 20 courts are empty, probably for 14 hours a day. The cost of a court for 50 minutes of
play is £12, so multiply 20 by 14 by £12, and then, for the week, multiply by seven, and
you can see how much money Fusion Lifestyle is losing because of the incompetent IT
operators mentioned at the head of this article.
No blame at either the Odeon or Fusion should be attached to the helpful, bewildered staff
who must wonder how long it will take before this madness robs them of their jobs.
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Happy 76th birthday to our own Mr Angry
Rock music writer John Howard just hit sixty years writing
about The Big Beat – but he has no plans to hand in his
notebook and biro just yet. Biro? “Erm, that's what we used
to call ballpoint pens,” says the Essex based self-described
“old hack”. “Biro was the man who invented the ballpoint pen,
but like much in my writing life these days, nostalgia is the
name of the game.”
Howard was the first to write about future famous names
when they were just starting out, like Canvey's Dr Feelgood,
Alison Moyet, Depeche Mode, Eddie and the Hot Rods,
Mickey Jupp, the Kursaal Flyers, Wilko Johnson and Procol
Harum.
“I was the rock correspondent on the local Evening Echo through most of the seventies,
when Essex bands became the flavour of the moment,” he explained. “I got paid an extra
£3 a week to cover the rock scene, three columns a week, 52 weeks of the year.”
“I suggested the columns because I knew most of the promoters, and many of the musicians
in these various bands. I went to school with Wilko Johnson and Gary Brooker from Procol
Harum, I helped to put together The Paramounts, who were a biggish name in the sixties,
and had a hit with a cover of The Coasters' Poison Ivy.”
Through The Paramounts, Howard met the Rolling Stones, and was
invited to see the group in London at Ken Colyer's 51 Club before
they recorded their first Decca label single, which he believes
marks the point they sold out because they bowdlerised the
Chuck Berry lyric of Come On.
“I assume label bosses didn't like Berry's use of the word “jerk”,
and they substituted the word “guy” instead."
Howard, happily married for more than 50 years, a father of
two, and grandfather of four, developed his interest in records
and recordings at the age of 11, buying 78rpm records by Jerry Lee
Lewis, Fats Domino, Elvis Presley and Gene Vincent from Gilbert's
Pianos in Southchurch Road, Hamilton's in Weston Road, or Davies in Southend
High Street.
However, for much of his working life he was a news reporter, starting at the East London
News Agency, which offered the former Westcliff High School teenager the chance to “learn
the Fleet Street Style of reporting” for £7 a week. He covered murders and bank raids, and
had his first front page lead in London's Evening Standard at the age of 17.
Deserting his bedsit in East London for a return to Essex, he worked on the Basildon
Recorder, covering the music scene in addition to his other duties, watching bands like The
Who, The Animals, The Searchers, Manfred Mann, Spencer Davis with Stevie Winwood and
was present on the Friday night The Kinks hit number one with their first hit You Really Got
Me, at the Basildon Locarno.
“One of the worst live bands I'd seen until that point,” says Howard, who much prefers fifties
Rock'n'Roll, catching Gene Vincent at the Night Scene in Station Road, Westcliff, Screaming
Jay Hawkins at The Studio, and Billy Fury, Carl Perkins, Bo Diddley, Roy Orbison, Cliff
Richard and Vince Taylor at the Southend Odeon among dozens of others.
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“I even saw Eric Clapton and Cream at Woodlands Youth Centre Basildon,” he recalls. “They
were yet to have a hit.”
He continues: “I had the pleasure of meeting Bill Haley at The Talk of the South on the
seafront. Howard remembers: “The Exorcist film had just come out, which featured a girl
with a rotating head. I said to Bill that if he put his jacket on back to front, his band would
think his head was rotating. That's an abiding memory of Bill trying to scare the Comets.”
Intrigued by reports of the Liverpool scene, he hitchhiked to
Liverpool's Cavern, but returned unimpressed. By the end of the
sixties, San Francisco was the centre of the rock universe, so off
he flew to Haight Ashbury, via the Blues Capital Chicago, where
he was the only person in the queue outside the famed Fillmore
ballroom carrying a six pack of beer, while all the hippies
preferred to smoke dope in the venue, which did not have a
bar.
At the end of the seventies, Howard discovered New
Orleans, returning to the Crescent City’s Heritage Festival
more than 20 times, befriending such characters as
Champion Jack Dupree, who he promoted in concert at the New
Orleans Vieux Carre Hotel on North Rampart Street, along with Sunnyland
Slim, Ernie K-Doe, Clarence “Frogman” Henry and Lazy Lester.
In England, and the States, he got to meet most of his Rock'n'Roll heroes, including Fats
Domino and Rick Nelson at the Royal Albert Hall, BB King in Las Vegas, and Johnny Otis
in Cambridge, Massachusetts chatting to the legendary band leader for so long he was half
an hour late onstage.
Freed from the demands of a day job around ten years ago, Howard has been able to work
full-time writing about his favourite subject, travelling to Wisconsin twice for week-long
shows that featured every surviving fifties Rock'n'Roll star still able to work.
He has visited the major recording studios in America, Sun in Memphis, Chess in Chicago,
FAME in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and even surprised producer Willie Mitchell with his feet
up on the reception desk at Royal Studios in Memphis.
This year alone he has been to Spain three times for Rock'n'Roll festivals, to New York for
a doo-wop group harmony weekend, to Las Vegas for the
Viva Las Vegas rockabilly four-day event and all over the UK
for rockin' festivals.
His work appeared in Vintage Rock magazine, UK
Rock'n'Roll magazine, Sweden's American Music Magazine,
TFTW magazine, of course, and some more mainstream
magazines, numbering rockabilly stars like Hayden
Thompson and Ray Campi as personal friends, visiting their
homes in Chicago and Glendale, California, respectively.
“I've been fortunate in my day jobs as well, when it comes to
travel,” said the 76-year-old. “I've worked in north Africa,
where I lived for three years in Libya, Hong Kong, Russia,
India, and New York. I was even taken overland to
Kathmandu in Nepal for a travel company I was writing for.
That's the best way to travel – free!”
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into almost 50 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major (London) / Chuck N. Baker (Las Vegas) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1.
Seeing Elvis with a guitar on TV influenced Leslie West to put down his ukulele, a present from his mother, and
purchase a guitar. Born Leslie Weinstein 22.10.45 he changed his name when his parents divorced. Graduating from
High School he formed a band in the mid-1960s called Mountain, so named after his stature. The blue eyed soul band
was called The Vagrants and had his brother Larry on bass, styled after The Rascals. Both bands played the same
local clubs as did Billy Joel’s band The Hassles. Vanguard Records signed the band and they had a minor hit with “I
Can’t Make a Friend”. They then signed to Atco and recorded a cover of Otis Redding’s “Respect”. Mountain appeared
at the Woodstock Festival. Their “Mississippi Queen” reached 21 on the Billboard singles chart. The final Mountain
studio album was “Flowers of Evil” in 1971. West died 23.12.20 from a cardiac arrest aged 75. Source: Jim Farber, The
N.Y. Times, 25.12.2020
2.
Congress is considering to let performers/recording labels get a share of the revenue that radio stations collect
from playing their songs. Between $70 million to $100 million is collected by foreign radio stations for U.S. artists, but
never paid out because U.S. stations don’t pay foreign artists in return. The National Association of Broadcasters says
performers and broadcasters are already compensated, since they sell songs and concert tickets because of the radio
airplay they get. In the last 2 decades recording companies have secured royalties from Internet radio, satellite radio
and music channels on cable TV services. Jack Ely of the Kingsmen who in 1963 sang and recorded Richard Berry’s
“Louie Louie” received one cheque for $5000.00. Berry who died 1997 eventually received thousands and his heirs will
continue to do until the copyright expires 75 years after his death. Source: Ryan Nakashima, L.V. Tribune, 6.5.2009
3.
The Rock and Roll Hall of Fame had been held in the last 12 years in New York’s Waldorf-Astoria ballroom.
This year the event was back in Cleveland, with nearly 5000 fans partying in the balconies inside the renovated Public
Auditorium. 1200 VIPs dined below at tables costing up to $50,000.00. Rockabilly singer Wanda Jackson was inducted
as an early influence but her choice of skirts and high heels rankled some fans. Drummer D,J, Fontana and late bassist
Bill Black made it in the ”sidemen” category. Performers on the night included Bobby Womack who had hits with “That’s
The Way I Feel About Cha”, “Woman’s Gotta Have it,” and had a No. 1 hit on the R&B chart in 1974 with a re-recording
of “Looking for Love”. Smokey Robinson introduced Little Anthony Gourdine who opened the show with a medley of
hits including “Tears On My Pillow”, “Hurt so Bad” and “I’m Alright”. Source: Tom Withers, Las Vegas Review-Journal,
5.4.2009
4.
Motown began 12.1.59 on the strength of a $800 family loan. On that day Berry Gordy Jr. the founder of Motown
said “we are not going to make black music, we are going to make music for the world”. It was the company mission.
This article’s author had a personal tour by 68 years old Smokey Robinson, the company’s former vice president. Known
as Hitsville USA and located on West Grand Boulevard in Detroit, the premises occupied the bottom floor which had
two rooms and a garage. Berry converted the living room into the reception area, the kitchen into the control room, the
hallway a makeshift sound booth and the garage a recording studio. There was a table tennis table and chess
tournaments for the staff. At one time it was the hang out for the Temptations, the Four Tops and the Supremes. In
1961 the Marvelettes’ Please Mr. Postman topped the Billboard Hot 100. Source: Reyhaneh Fathieh, USA Weekender,
9.1.2009
5.
Country singer Carl Smith was born March 15 1927 in Maynardsville, Tennessee. He began singing on Knoxville
radio while still in high school. He had 41 chart singles during the 1950s including the hits “Are You Teasing Me”, “Back
Up Buddy” and “Hey Joe”. In 2003 he was inducted into the Country Music Hall Of Fame. From 1952 to 1957 Carl was
married to June Carter, their daughter is country singer Carlene Carter. Then in 1957 he married country singer Goldie
Hill, and June Carter later married Johnny Cash. Smith was a member of the Grand Ole Opry but left in 1956. From
1964 to 1969 he hosted his own show on Canadian television. Carl semi-retired from music in 1977 to raise horses on
his farm outside of Nashville. Carl died in January aged 82 at his Tennessee home according to the Williamson Memorial
Funeral Home in Franklin, Tenn. Source: Los Angeles Times, January 17 2010
6.
Jerry Schilling (Bob to his friends) was a friend of Elvis since aged 12, and they booked a first class flight from
L.A. to Washington. On board Elvis writes to President Nixon requesting a meeting where Elvis will request to take up
an appointment as a Federal. Agent, and asks the pres. to call him at the Washington Hotel room 505, where he adopted
the alias of Jon Burrows. At the White House a security guard at the northwest gate agrees to deliver the letter. Dwight
Chaplin, special assistant to the president, sends a memo to Egil “Bud” Krogh a presidential right hand man, and phones
Schilling believing this was all a joke. Realising it was not he then sends a memo to H.R. Haldeman White House Chief
of Staff, and the meeting is agreed and takes place at 12.30.pm 21.12.70. Elvis gets his federal badge for the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, and Nixon gets a commemorative Colt 45 gun. Source: Faye Fiore, L.A. Times
14.1.2010
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7.
The provisions of tightening scrutiny of the antiquities market in new legislation is contained in the National
Defence Authorisation Act., which empowers federal regulators to design measures that would remove secrecy from
transactions. Lawyer, John Byrne said “this an area where clearly organised crime, terrorists, and oligarchs have used
cultural artefacts to move illicit funds. With the new legislation Congress moved to broaden the 1970 Ban Secrecy Act
which increased federal scrutiny of financial transactions. How the new law works will be determined by the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network, a bureau in the Treasury Dept. in consultation with the private sector, law enforcement
and the public. Mr. Byrne said that “the argument that you have no obligation to report suspicious activity because you
are in the private sector does not work. Banks lost that argument 30 years ago”. Source: Zachary Small, The N.Y.
Times, 5.1.2021
8.
The LP “Vincebus Eruptum” which included “Summertime Blues” was a hit record reaching number 11 on the
Billboard chart in1968 for the power house group Blue Cheer. Beginning as a 6 piece band in 1966 it took its name from
a strain of LSD and a nod to the blues. The band downsized a year later to a trio consisting of Dickie Peterson on
bass/vcls, Leigh Stephens on gtr and Paul Whalley on dms. Their early manager was a member of the Hell’s Angels
motorcycle gang and the band was heavily amplified and took lots of drugs, Peterson was hooked on cocaine for years.
He was born 12.9.46 in Grand Forks N.D. began playing bass gtr aged 13 and his brother played r/gtr in the band when
it was 6 piece. The trio split up in 1971 but often reformed. Blue Cheer did its last show at a music fest in Bilbao in
December 2008. Peterson died October 2009 from prostate cancer. Source: Dennis McLellan, L.A. Times. 17.10.2009
9.
A 4 mile long track off Interstate 15, south west of Baker finishes on a street called “Boulevard of Dreams” in a
town named ZZYZX pronounced Zi-zex. The town is a cluster of white stucco buildings overlooking Soda Dry Lake.
ZYZZX hosts the University of California’s Desert Studies Center “it’s a natural laboratory” says Gerry Sherba, director
of the 16 year old center. About 2000 people visit the center annually, including college professors and graduate
students, researching such subjects as the migration habits of the red-spotted toad. Others study the geology of the
area including underground faults and ancient volcanoes in the Mojave desert. There are college level courses about
desert life and weekend classes offered through the Office of Extended Education at Cal State San Bernardino. This
includes, photography, Archaeology and Native American tracking techniques. Source: Carla Wheeler, The Sun, date
not known
10.
Six tabloid columns about Chris Strachwitz, who first heard Mexican music on a radio station in Santa Paula,
comparing its likeness to blues and hillbilly duets. He has probably the largest collection of Mexican and Tex-Mex music,
with over 100,000 individual performances spanning almost 100 years. Through a project sponsored by the UCLA
Chicano Studies Research Centre, in collaboration with New Mexico’s Fund for Folk Culture, the entire Arhoolie Frontera
Collection is being digitally transferred and archived. It is being funded primarily by the Los Tigres del Norte Fund at
UCLA. This summer the public will have Internet access to the 1st phase of the project, all 16000 78rpm recordings
from the 1st half of the 20th century. Each file includes a snippet of the song, an image of the record label and information
about the record’s creators, content and condition. See digital.library.UCLA.edu/frontera. Source: Agustin Gurza, L.A.
Tines, 1.2.2005
11.
Louis Prima died in 1978 following a three year coma caused by surgery to remove a brain tumour and daughter,
Lena Prima, performs at the Cannery, N. Las Vegas with the show “That’s my Dad”. There is a 6 piece band and a back
up singer, and Lena sings between vintage video footage. Daytime Lena is a Greyhound tourist guide and a make-up
artist. She also fronts a jazz band, “Lena Prima and the Cool Cats”, Louis died just before Lena’s 15th birthday. Lena
was born to Louis’ 5th wife Gia Maione who sang with Louis between 1962 and his final concert in 1967. Louis
spearheaded the acceptance of New Orleans jazz in the 1920s and big band in the 1940s. By the 1950s he was the
most popular lounge act in Las Vegas. He remained popular recording “Just a Gigolo/I Ain’t Got Nobody”, a chart
success by David Lee Roth, “Jump Jive & Wail” which later was made famous by Brian Setzar. Source: Corey Levitan,
L.V. Review, May 2009
12.
Shelby F. Wooley was born near Erick, Okla. 10.4.1921. Aged 15 he played the guitar in his own band “The
Plainview Melody Boys who had a weekly radio show. He moved to Nashville after the war and signed with Bullet
Records. He then hosted a Fort-Worth based country music radio show “Sheb Wooley and the Calumet Indians”. He
was spotted by Warner Bros and appeared in the film “Rocky Mountain” with Errol Flynn, He appeared in more than 60
films including: “The Outlaw Josey Wales”, ”The War Waggon”, ”Distant Drums” and ”High Noon”. TV included
“Rawhide”, ”The Lone Ranger”, ”Murder She Wrote”. In 1958 he wrote and recorded “The Purple People Eater” after a
friend’s son told a joke about a people eater from space, and Sheb wrote it in just a few minutes. He turned down “Don’t
go near the Indians” but recorded “Don’t go near the Eskimos”. Sheb died Sept. 2003. Source: Dennis McLellan, L. A.
Times, 18.9.2003
13.
Singer actress Gisele McKenzie was regularly on the hit TV show “Your Hit Parade” from 1953 to 1957 and
sang songs from the 7 most popular tunes of that week. In 1955 Gisele did have a hit of her own whilst on the show
“Hard to Get”. In ‘57 she starred in her own NBC musical variety programme “The Gisele McKenzie Show”, then in ‘63
was on the ABC “Sid Caeser Show.” Gisele, born 10.1.27 was the daughter of a Winnipeg doctor, and began singing
and playing the piano and violin at an early age, giving her 1st public recital at a Winnipeg hotel. During WWII she met
and married Robert Shuttleworth who had a military band, and later hired Gisele in his civilian band becoming her first
manager. In 1946 she had a 15 mins spot “Meet Gisele” with the Canadian Broadcasting Group, and toured with Jack
Benny in 1952/53. She also appeared in a 1955 TV Kraft Theatre. Died Sept 2003. Source: Dennis McLellan L.A.
Times 6.9.2003Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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The message from the editors on page 3 of the Radio Times for week
June 19th to 25th had the heading, ‘It’s only rock‘n’roll…’ so I thought,
what’s this all about and was disappointed to read it was about
Glastonbury and Paul Weller and the last third spent on subscribing to
the Radio Times (and thus causing your local newsagent to lose yet
more business). I was annoyed because none of this was about
Rock‘n’Roll, Glastonbury has never been R‘n’R and certainly Paul
Weller isn’t.
It’s again the use of beloved terms to attract the eye which are plainly
not true. Rhythm and Blues is another term bandied about for music
which just isn’t R’n’B. I decided to write to Radio Times’ Feedback
column complaining about this misdirected heading knowing they
wouldn’t print it but that I would feel better having written it (If they print
it, I’ll let you know)!
These days people like to talk R’n’R or R’n’B without realising they are using the words wrongly
about music which has a beat, was born in the late ‘60s to today, and doesn’t have the credos of
these much-revered music styles and to many of us is just non categorised pop!
‘Rock’ also seems to mean heavy music with long guitar solos as in Blues Rock and what is good
about this description is that it steers me away from that style as I do not generally enjoy it. I wrote
to the magazine ‘Blues Matters’ about this asking if it was possible for reviewers to pigeon-hole
styles so we were quickly aware of the type of Blues it was. Words that come to mind are
Blues/Rock, Contemporary, Country/Blues, Soul/Blues and R’n’B. Not fully satisfactory but a start.
As you will read below, Mike Zeto won the award in the American Blues/Rock category for
‘Rock‘n’Roll: A Tribute to Chuck Berry’ and sure enough it is a slightly heavy version of Chuck’s
stuff.

s h e q s h e q s h e q

New Blues Albums: This time of year has produced some more
good albums, Of the ones I like, ‘Alligator Records – 50 years of
Genuine Houserockin’ Music’ is a three CD, 58 track collection
of this company’s roster from 1971 to the present day. I find it
amazing that this world renowned label was started by Bruce
Iglauer, somebody who found ‘The Blues’ by listening to British
artists like the Rolling Stones and The Yardbirds. He loved it and
went to a show featuring Hound Dog Taylor and The
Houserockers, and, later, recorded them thus producing his first
Alligator LP (a track is on this album) and never looked back.
350 albums later, this 3-CD pack is some of this great catalogue
and includes tracks to 2021. It is a terrific collection of mostly Chicago (there are a few others) Blues
artists and is a great way for people who might be interested in this type of Blues, to dip their toes.
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The gatefold sleeve includes 180 photos (each just about a half inch square) of nearly half of this
output.
Is there anybody out there who likes NRBQ? Well, I do, and was
pleased, considering they stopped working several years ago, to
receive ‘Party For Joey – A Sweet Relief Tribute To Joey
Spampinato’. Joey was the bass player and main songwriter for
NRBQ and is now suffering from cancer and this album is his
friends, rallying around, and playing his songs as a tribute. This 14
tracker includes Los Lobos, Bonnie Raitt, Ben Harper (with Keith
Richards, a cracking song that rocks), Steve Forbert, and loads of
others, some I didn’t know which is always a good thing as it just
may introduce me to a great find.
This is a happy CD full of typical NRBQ rocking material and even
the couple of slower songs have great lyrics. I love covers, albums
with various artists, and NRBQ, it’s a great album.
Third choice this issue is not an album you can categorise; I
suppose it just might slip into the Bluegrass/country slot. It is
‘Leftover Feelings’ by John Hiatt with The Jerry Douglas Band. I
have always followed and liked John Hiatt since I saw him,
vocalist, with Ry Cooder. His hard-edged songs have always
struck a chord with me. I liked him with the super group ‘Little
Village’ and ‘Memphis In The Meantime’ is one of my all-time top
ten tracks.
I have a sneaking regard for Jerry Douglas and, unbelievably,
have a very good Bluegrass album of Dolly Parton with him and
his group.
Leftover Feelings is an enjoyable 11 track CD all written by John
but allowing Jerry to control the style. At first hearing, I wasn’t sure and a bit disappointed, but
subsequent playings have brought out the good songs well played. Blues? Well some of it just might
be.

Lists: The American Blues Foundation have announced their 2021 Blues Award Winners and here
they are:
B.B.King Entertainer of the year: Shemekia Copeland
Album of the year: ‘100 Years of the Blues’ by Elvin Bishop and Charlie Musselwhite
Band of the year: Rick Estrin & the Nightcats
Song of the year: ‘All out of Tears’ by Walter Trout, Marie Trout & Teeny Tucker*
Best Emerging Artist Album: ‘Harlem’ by King Solomon Hicks*
Acoustic Blues Album: ‘Rawer That Raw’ by Bobby Rush
Blues Rock Album: ‘Rock ‘n’ Roll: A Tribute to Chuck Berry’ by Mike Zeto and Friends
Contemporary Blues Album: ‘Uncivil War’ by Shemekia Copeland
Soul Blues Album: ‘That’s What I heard’ by The Robert Cray Band
Acoustic Blues Artist: Keb’ Mo’
Traditional Blues Album: ‘100 Years of Blues’ by Elvin Bishop and Charlie Musselwhite
Blues Rock Artist: Mike Zeto
Contemporary Blues Male Artist: Christone ‘Kingfish’ Ingram
Contemporary Blues Female Artist: Shemekia Copeland
Soul Blues Male Artist: Curtis Salgado
Soul Blues Female Artist: Bettye LaVette
Traditional Blues Male Artist: John Primer
Traditional Blues Female Artist: Rory Block*
Instrumentalist – Drums: Kenny ‘Beedy Eyes’ Smith
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Instrumentalist – Bass: Danielle Nicole
Instrumentalist – Harmonica: Kim Wilson
Instrumentalist – Guitar: Christone ‘Kingfish’ Ingram
Instrumentalist – Piano: Anthony Geraci
Instrumentalist – Horn: Jimmy Carpenter
Instrumentalist – Vocals: Ruthie Foster
Apart from those marked * all the others can be found in my CD collection, and I have, in past TFTW
magazines included slight reviews of most of them.
There have been hundreds and hundreds of Blues albums issued in the period these awards cover
and it is my opinion that the above artists are head and shoulders above the great majority of
qualifying artists and, for me it is a great list of Blues artists. I must investigate Rory Block’s current
output and King Solomon Hicks’ winning album.

The Blues Styles: Muscle Shoals ‘The hit capital of the World’ Part 3
So, Rick feeling that he had lost everything went off to reconsider his situation.
A large amount of money that had been earned by the studio was jingles for radio stations which
relied on advertising to keep going. Rick had made a lot of these for local businessmen, and it had
been a good background income. One of those advertisers was Hansel Cross, a second-hand car
dealer who was a bit of a musician himself and recognised Rick’s talent. Hansel was to become
Rick’s father-in-law later. Seeing Rick with no future, he offered to go into partnership (as a silent
partner) to set Rick up again. They found an old, abandoned warehouse in Muscle Shoals, painted
up the inside and bought some recording gear and Rick was off again with jingles plus he still worked
in the Fairlanes and used some of those musicians to record anything and anybody who came
along. He, and the writers who came with him in the publishing company, recorded songs and sold
some of them to artists like Brenda Lee, George Jones and Roy Orbison.
Billy Sherrill who still worked in the Fairlanes later became one of Nashville’s biggest country
producers.
Then, Tom Stafford discovered a bellhop with a great voice who had written a decent song but didn’t
have the skill or experience to properly record him so turned to Rick for help.
It was 1961 and Rick was admiring the new ‘Rhythm and Blues’ music mostly being produced by
black artists and particularly admired Jerry Wexler’s (co-founder of Atlantic Records) production of
Ben E. King’s ‘Stay With Me’ and when he heard ‘You Better Move On’ by Arthur Alexander (the
bell hop), he saw a similarity that he could use.
Rick never denied that other producers’ sounds influenced his work and this, his first eventual hit,
after hawking it around for a while without much success was sweet indeed.
He put ‘A Shot Of Rhythm And Blues’, a song from his song writing company by Terry Thompson,
on the other side and both tunes were covered by many artists including the Rolling Stones and the
Beatles, with Johnny Kidd doing a great version of ‘Shot’.
For Rick Hall, some decent money was coming in and he ‘upped sticks’ and moved to, what is today,
the FAME studio, 603 East Avalon Avenue in Muscle Shoals. Properly designed with decent studios
and equipment, Rick was ready to move on. He was also interested in Southern Soul music and
could adapt to any other type of music that was required, Country, Soul, R’n’R, Blues and, of course,
R’n’B.
He had also realised that the studio required a good rhythm section and employed several excellent
locals as a studio band to practice together and record the song writer’s demos and jingles. In the
years he was in charge, he had three such rhythm sections, each one containing musicians so good
that they all moved on to more lucrative work in Nashville, Memphis or even New York. These
groups never had a name, but one was called The Swampers from a line in Lynyrd Skynyrd’s song
‘Sweet Home Alabama’, - Now Muscle Shoals Has Got The Swampers…
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Although record companies all over the world recognise good production, many, and I include record
buyers here, recognise the excellence of the backing musicians. Rick had picked, from a small
cluster of towns, some magnificent musicians who gelled from the first and could also modify their
styles to match the requirements of the artist.
The first five members were David Briggs, piano, Jerry Carrigan, drums, Norbert Putman, bass,
Terry Thompson, guitar, Earl ‘Peanut’ Montgomery acoustic guitar and sometime guest Forest
Riley.
The second set, and probably ‘The Swampers’, were David Hood, bass, Jimmy Johnson, guitar,
Barry Beckett, keyboards, Roger Hawkins, drums, Junior Lowe, guitar, Spooner Oldham, piano and
sometime guest, Duane Allman, slide guitar (before forming The Allman Brothers Band). These
groups were known as The Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section and the first four members of version
two left to become a recording studio in their own right.
The third ‘Rhythm Section’ included Clayton Ivey, piano, Travis Wammack, guitar, Freeman Brown,
drums, Jesse Boyce, bass, and a 4-man brass.
There is not much more to say on this story. Big record companies and producers swooped to the
Fame front door. Over 300 big artists had big hits following their recording in the Fame Studio under
Rick Hall from 1961 to the mid ‘70s.
Dan Penn and Rick Hall and others under his publishing company continued to write songs which
got picked up by recorded artists and other producers.
So, without listing the many hundreds of charting songs produced in Muscle Shoals, I’ll finish with
a short list of a few names which were mainly Blues or Rhythm and Blues whose careers took a
giant leap once they had recorded there: Wilson Pickett, King Curtis, James and Bobby Purify,
Clarence Carter. Arthur Conley, Otis Rush, Etta James and Aretha Franklin, who, following a serious
studio row, finished her recordings in New York but took the Swampers and Duane Allman with her.
When getting a chance to hear some of these great recordings, try to listen to these fabulous
backings.
While all the racial tension continued in mainstream Alabama, Muscle Shoals and its music
remained a place of racial harmony.
I’ve already mentioned the Rick Hall book but also, a different take on the period
can be found in ‘Muscle Shoals, the Hit Capital’s Heyday & Beyond’ by C.S. Fuqua
and the scene there up to 2015, ‘The Muscle Shoals Legacy of FAME’ by Blake
Ells.
As for CDs, there is a nice overview, ‘The Fame Studios Story 1961 – 1973, Home
of the Muscle Shoals sound’ (Kentbox 12) a good 75 track, 3 CD set with lots of
notes in its 84-page integral book and, ‘This Is FAME 1964-1968’ (Kent CDKEND
494), a 24 tracker which doesn’t overlap the other much.

What was my last Blues CD? ’662’ – Christone ‘Kingfish’ Ingram
662 is the telephone area code covering several counties in the
northern part of Mississippi and where Ingram comes from. It’s his
second album, 13 tracks and a special bonus track. It’s produced by
(drummer) Tom Hambridge who seems to be producing an awful lot of
other people’s albums these days. Ingram is a youngster by Blues
standards but plays guitar like a seasoned campaigner.
From the sleeve notes, most if not all the songs are from his
experiences with life, i.e., the passing of his mother (the bonus track),
family life etc. There are some good musicians here, for example a
solid blues pianist, Marty Sammon, hiding in the background of a
slightly heavy production. However, I like it and we have a new BB King/ Buddy Guy on our hands.
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What’s on my iPod? ‘The Jelly Roll Kings’ by Frank Frost
This is a nice comfortable 12 bar blues by a very good but almost forgotten harmonica/piano/guitar
Blues player who was born in1936 or 1938 and died in 1999. He played piano when young but
picked up the guitar and, with drummer Sam Carr, he played for Robert Nighthawk for a while then
Sonny Boy Williamson where he learned harmonica technique. He was picked up by Sam Phillips
and recorded the album ‘Hey Boss Man!’ in his studio in Memphis in 1962. This is a track from it
although my copy is from ‘Downhome Blues’ the album with issue 52 of the Blues Collection
magazine (1996).
The Jelly Roll Kings were what he called his group; Frank, Big Jack Johnson, guitar and Sam Carr,
drums. Frank has a good voice, and there are good harmonica breaks which, suspiciously, just
might not be him.
Although a 12 bar, this is a better than average one where the trio seem to be enjoying themselves.
YouTube has the whole album.
Dave Parker

COUNTRY ROUND-UP
My Country Journey
I first got into Country Music by buying the many hits of Jim
Reeves in the 1960s. After he died in a plane crash in 1964 his
widow Mary and his record company, RCA, kept his music going
by releasing a whole string of singles which became posthumous
hits. Unusually for a Country singer, they became pop hits in the
UK.
Reeves was part of the Nashville Sound which aimed at a wider
pop audience by dispensing with the steel guitars and Country
fiddles, supplementing orchestral strings and sometimes a girlie
chorus. However, unlike New Country, they retained the
melodious tunes so typical of Country Music, and they also told
stories about different aspects of life in the Country tradition.
I really delved into Country Music thanks to Jerry Lee Lewis who covered many Country standards
by Hank Williams Snr and a whole host of Country artists. Most were as good as the originals,
though my life-partner George said Jerry’s version of Brenda Lee’s ‘Too Many Rivers’ was the worst
he had ever heard. Though not really Country, many say his version of ‘Over The Rainbow’ is also
the worst version ever recorded, and it is certainly not a patch on Gene Vincent’s version, though I
found, despite the incorrect words, it grew on me.
When Jerry Lee hit big in America as a major Country star in 1968, ten years after his fall from grace
as mainly a Rock’n’Roll artist, he had original material written for him by Kris Kristofferson and many
others and a whole string of hits, none of which made any impression on the United Kingdom pop
charts.
Many other Country artists suffered the same fate, an exception being a sole hit for Eddy Arnold
with ‘Make The World Go Away’ in the Jim Reeves style. However just before Jerry Lee’s big
comeback in America Tom Jones had two big pop hits with ‘Green Green Grass of Home’ and
‘Detroit City’ which Tom had heard on ‘Country Songs for City Folks’ by Jerry. These two numbers
were originally Country hits for Porter Wagoner and Bobby Bare respectively.
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I soon discovered Hank Williams Senior and his alter-ego ‘Luke The
Drifter’, and many other traditional Country singers and started to build
up a collection of albums, as Country singles were often unobtainable
in the UK unless covered by a pop singer. Two other exceptions were
Dolly Parton and Tammy Wynette who hit the UK pop charts with
several singles. When Tammy died Elton John recorded his own
version of ‘Stand By Your Man’ as a tribute to Tammy.
The Mervyn Conn Wembley Country Music Festivals brought a whole
host of American Country artists over to the UK, and I attended many
of these. Jerry Lee appeared there several times. On Country tours I
managed to see Hank Snow, Slim Whitman, Rattlesnake Annie and Irish American Hank Locklin,
who played the Town and Country Club, Kentish Town to a mainly Irish audience and said he was
so happy to be in Ireland! I also caught traditional Country acts like Mo Pitney, but offered a free
ticket for Reba McIntyre I went but was not impressed, too ‘New Country’ sounding for me. Hank
Williams III was good till he switched to his Heavy Metal style. In fact, I did not even recognize him
on stage in this section.
In 1983 I fulfilled my ambition to visit the Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville and also the Grand
Ole Opry in its new venue in Opryland. Roy Acuff, then in his dotage, was co-hosting with Cousin
Minnie Pearl, and it was very enjoyable till Roy asked us to stand up and clap a five-star General in
the audience who would be responsible for pushing the button to nuke the Russians. I thought I
would be lynched for being the only person not to stand up and clap.
I soon discovered many sub-categories of Country
Music including the Bluegrass of Bill Monroe, the
Western Swing of artists like Hank Thompson and Bob
Wills (though I wish he would have kept his mouth shut
and stuck to fiddle-playing when Tommy Duncan was
singing!) Also Cajun and Zydeco from Louisiana. On
trips to the Southern States with the Woodies in the
1990s we discovered the veteran Cajun group ‘The
Hackberry Ramblers’ which were still going strong,
having started in the 1930s. We even visited the home
of band member Glen Croker and his wife. We also
attended a Cajun dance in a small local venue in
wooded area, very atmospheric. We were told about the gig by a waitress as it was not one usually
attended by foreign tourists, so a true taste of Louisiana Cajun culture.
I now find Country Music is what I listen to most at home, and it covers nearly all aspects of life and
death. Some find it too maudlin when the dead doggies, mothers and kids start piling up, along with
drunken fathers fraternizing with ‘waitresses’ (hookers) in honky-tonks or just cheating on their
partners with other women. Same sex liaisons are not usually featured, though Montana Slim (Wilf
Carter) did record ‘I’m Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes’ all about pining for his lost love, a blueeyed sailor boy who dumped him. Porter Wagoner and Marty Robbins in their versions make it clear
the lover is a woman not a man by singing ‘she’ not ‘he’. It is sung to a tune also used for Acuff’s
‘Great Speckled Bird’, Hank Thompson’s ‘Wild Side of Life’ and Kitty Wells’ answer song ‘It Wasn’t
God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels’. Male country duets can contain some gay sounding lines, like
Gene Pitney telling George Jones he’s going honky tonking ‘then maybe you’ll appreciate a good
man’. This was in ‘Why Baby Why?’ Some Country songs do not transfer very well to the UK as the
language is so different. I well recall a female British performer singing ‘Just because we are married
doesn’t mean we can’t sleep around’, misquoting the line from the Billy Jo Spears song which is
‘slip around’ of course. A subtle but different meaning. A husband and wife slipping around for
privacy rather than joining the Swingers fraternity.
Tony Papard
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Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
In the last issue Nick was up to part 10 of his Original Soul LPs. He reached the end with part 23
and moved on... To whet your appetite, here are the first parts of New Orleans/Louisiana LPs and
Blues LPs
SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 2021
New Orleans/Louisiana LPs part 1
I'm moving on to a different section of records that I own covering New Orleans and Louisiana, with
a little bit of Texas here and there. I've been to New Orleans countless times since my first visit in
1989 and love New Orleans R & B and its cousin Louisiana swamp pop. I like zydeco and Cajun
music as well, although it always sounds better live to me than on disc. The first batch of LPs
features one by Cajun artist Nathan Abshire on the Lafayette based La Louisianne label and several
by the Tan Canary Johnny Adams including one on Ariola and a few on Rounder. There are also
LPs by swamp pop artist Johnnie Allan including a number on Jin - the two 'South to Louisiana' LPs
with similar sleeves are on Jin and Ace and contain different track listings.
The second photo shows one more by Johnnie Allan on Jin, one by Jesse Allen on French Imperial
(of whom no photo appears to exist), one by piano great Archibald on Krazy Kat, a couple by Marcia
Ball (she's from Austin but I always associate her with New Orleans), there's one by UK jazz man
Chris Barber doing a New Orleans tribute with Dr John, a country LP by swamp pop artist Joe Barry
on Dot, a couple by Dave Bartholomew, one by pianist/singer Jimmy Beasley and two by swamp
pop singer Rod Bernard on Jin.

Next up we have another LP by Rod Bernard, a couple by New Orleans R & B singer Eddie Bo and
two by popular ‘60s Louisiana band the Boogie Kings, who had G G Shinn on vocals, for the Montel
Michelle label. There's also one by piano genius James Booker, a couple of R & B artist Roy Brown,
one by zydeco star Buckwheat Zydeco, one by Louisiana singer/songwriter Bobby Charles and one
by zydeco man C J Chenier.
The next photo shows a batch of albums by the King of Zydeco Clifton Chenier, including five on
Arhoolie, two by Louisiana swamp pop band Cookie and the Cupcakes, who I was lucky enough to
see a couple of times when they briefly reformed in the nineties, and a double LP by James 'Sugar
Boy' Crawford.
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Finally in this selection we have one LP by Cajun singer Bruce Daigrepont, one by the Dirty Dozen
Brass Band, a New Orleans institution, two by the Dixie Cups, including one on the UK Red Bird
label, and one by early R & B man Larry Darnell, plus a group by Mac Rebennack. AKA Dr John.

THURSDAY, JULY 15, 2021
Blues LPs part 1
I am moving on to the blues with the next few selections of LPs. My blues record collection is not
bad but is tiny compared with the huge number of albums that have been released over the years.
None the less, I hope that the assembled montages pique the interest of at least a few of my readers.
Anyway here goes, with the first selection, which features as the first LP the Johnny Ace Memorial
Album on Duke. Ace allegedly killed himself playing Russian roulette on Christmas Day, 1954. Next
up is the debut album by Arthur Adams on Blue Thumb, followed by another debut LP, on Delmark,
by Arkansas blues guitarist Luther Allison. Next we have four LPs by white bluesman Mose Allison,
a great influence on Georgie Fame, including one of Columbia and one on Stateside, a boogie
woogie LP by Albert Ammons and two by Billy Boy Arnold, who I have seen several times over the
years. Finally, there are a couple by the great Lavern Baker.
The next photo montage kicks off with another LP by Lavern Baker, followed by one by Frank Ballard
on Sun and three by Jesse Belvin, who died in suspicious circumstances in a car crash in Arkansas
in 1960 shortly after playing before an integrated audience in Little Rock. A great voice. There's one
by Elvin Bishop, who was an original member of the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, and half a dozen
classic LPs by the great Bobby 'Blue' Bland, including five on Duke and one on UK Action.
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The third photo shows another eight solo LPs by Bobby Bland on MCA, Probe, ABC and Charly,
followed by one he did with B B King. There are also two by Juke Boy Bonner, including one on
Arhoolie, and one by Lonnie Brooks.
Next up we have two more by Lonnie Brooks on Sonet and two of Big Bill Broonzy's 'Last Sessions'
LPs on HMV. There are a couple of albums by Buster Brown and one by Charles Brown, who I was
lucky enough to see in New Orleans back in the nineties. There are also three by Clarence
'Gatemouth' Brown and two by Nappy Brown.
The final selection this time includes another LP by Nappy Brown and four by the great Ruth Brown,
including one on Atlantic. There is one by Leroy Carr and half a dozen early Ray Charles LPs from
his productive Atlantic period: more to follow soon.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 2021
Lovers Rock pioneer Sonny Roberts passes on
I found some Orbitone 'Lovers Rock' LPs and 12-inch singles yesterday in a charity shop, including
some by Joyce Bond and Tim Chandell. This got me thinking about Orbitone founder Sonny
Roberts, who recorded them, as well as other Lovers Rock and Soca artists. When I checked I
found that he passed on a couple of months ago at the age of 89 suffering from throat cancer. I may
have missed it, but I didn't see anything in the UK media or online about this at the time. This is a
shame, as Sonny was a true pioneer of Jamaican music and the first black man to open a recording
studio in the UK.
Sonny came to the UK from Jamaica in
1958 and opened his studio in the
basement of 108 Cambridge Road, Kilburn
- an address synonymous with ska and
early reggae music. Sonny was the tenant
of Lee Gopthal, who went on to launch the
B and C and Trojan labels, and Sonny's
early studio became the base for Island
Records in its early days. Indeed Sonny is
credited with putting Chris Blackwell, David
Betteridge and Lee Gopthal together, thus
changing the face of reggae and ska - and
music generally. Sonny recorded Jamaican
artists such as Rico Rodriguez, the
Marvels, Dandy Livingstone and Sugar
Simone and set up record labels including
Planetone and Sway as well as producing
acetates for London sound systems. He
also issued Afrobeat records by Nigerian
band the Nkengas.
He opened the Orbitone record shop above
the studio and this later became Island's HQ as Chris Blackwell built up the label. Sonny moved his
retail operation to Harlesden and launched his Orbitone label, which focused on Lovers Rock with
records by Tim Chandell and Joyce Bond, among others. His biggest success was a number 2 hit
'Can't Be With You Tonight' by Judy Boucher in 1986.
Sonny returned to Jamaica in 1997 where his family ran a business making various products,
including 'Sonny's All Natural Mosquito and Insect Bite Relief'. Sonny received a lifetime
achievement award from the Jamaica Observer in 2019.
Dean Parrish
It's been a while since I last paid tribute to musicians who have died
recently and I won't attempt to cover them all here (I will be back to my LP
photos soon). But one I must mention is soul singer Dean Parrish, whose
classic 'I'm On My Way' was a favourite at the Wigan Casino and other
Northern Soul venues. Dean was quite a regular visitor to the UK but sadly
I didn't get to see him live. I'm grateful to Noah Shaffer for this photo of
Dean taken at the Skegness Northern Soul Survivors' Weekend in 2017.
Nick Cobban
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow
(steal?) his articles
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JAZZ JUNCTION
In search of a Summer Of Jazz
When I sat down in the cinema to watch Summer Of Soul, I
had avoided reading reviews about it in order to come to it
fresh and form my own opinions uninfluenced by those of
others. I expected to be watching a film about just soul
music, which is why I mused ‘Why wasn’t there a Summer Of
Jazz film?’ But I was wrong.
Summer Of Soul is a documentary about the Harlem Cultural
Festival, a series of free music concerts that had taken place
in Mount Morris Park in 1969, aimed as an emollient for the
local African-American community at a time of social and
political turbulence, and which the director perceptively
presented through the prism of its cultural and political
context.
And as the festival was a celebration of African-American
music, it was pleasing to find that jazz was indeed
represented. Unfortunately, the length of time on screen that
the jazz musicians were accorded was fairly minimal, but it is
interesting to see who were those selected, especially as
Miles Davis purportedly asked to appear but was turned
down.
Flautist Herbie Mann appeared with vibes player Roy Ayers and Sonny Sharrock, a guitarist who
mixed free jazz and funk. The invitation was no doubt inspired by Herbie Mann’s album Memphis
Underground from the previous year, which benefited by the presence of The Memphis Boys (Bobby
Emmons, Bobby Wood, Reggie Young, Tommy Cogbill, Mike Leech, and Gene Chrisman). Roy
Ayers went on to success under his own name in areas of jazz funk and fusion, and acid jazz, and
is still touring today.
Waving the flag for Latin jazz were the Brazilian percussionist Mongo
Santamaria, who wrote Afro Blue, a staple for a John Coltrane
performance for a few years, and conga player Ray Barretto, who was
born in New York to Puerto Rican parents. Both were long-time members
of the famed Fania All-Stars, which was founded in 1968.
The invitation to drummer Max Roach along with vocalist Abbey Lincoln (his then wife) was no
doubt influenced, not just by their civil rights activism, but also their 1960 album We Insist! (subtitled
Max Roach’s Freedom Now Suite), which was composed by Max Roach with lyrics by Oscar Brown
Jr, himself no stranger to the civil rights movement.
South African jazz trumpeter Hugh Masekela had fled apartheid in the 1960s and emigrated to the
US, where he scored with his 1968 instrumental chart-topper Grazing In The Grass, which was
probably the route to his invite.
Finally, a young Nina Simone, looking like African royalty, was absolutely stunning in both
appearance and performance. Pre-empting its record release, she sang To Be Young Gifted And
Black, which she had composed with Weldon Irvine, her band leader, in order to honour the late
Lorraine Hansberry, a playwright and friend of Nina. But what will stay long in the memory is Nina’s
passionate reading of an incendiary poem written by one of the original Last Poets, David Nelson.
The event was much more than a music festival.
Dave Carroll
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SOUL KITCHEN
THE HOME OF REAL SOUL

BRITAIN'S FIRST R&B CHART (1965)
To reflect the growing interest in, and sales, of American Soul and Rhythm and Blues material in
the UK, weekly music paper Record Mirror, who had always supported R&B, as real music was
called then, began to compile a chart specifically devoted to R&B forty fives. These were compiled
from shops around the county which specialised in the genre, like Record Corner (Balham, London),
Black Wax, (Streatham, London), Contempo, (Central London), Spin Inn, (Manchester) etc.**
So here is the historic first chart as published in the Record Mirror on July 3 1965. This chart only
brings the mind to another time and place, which can never be repeated. Not one duff track, all
being crucial nuggets.
Four Tops - I Can't Help Myself (Tamla Motown)
Sir Douglas Quintet - She's About A Mover (London)
Donnie Elbert - A Little Piece Of Leather (Sue)
Solomon Burke - Maggie's Farm (Atlantic)
Sam the Sham & The Pharaoh's - Wooly Bully (MGM)
Otis Redding - Mr Pitiful (Atlantic)
Anglos - Incense (Fontana)
Esther Philips - And I Love Him (Atlantic)
Solomon Burke - Peepin' (Atlantic)
Gene Chandler - Nothing Can Stop Me (this being my all time favourite record) (Stateside)
Jr Walker & The All-Stars - Shotgun (Tamla Motown)
Elmore James - Dust My Blues (Sue)
Alvin Robinson - Down Home Girl (Red Bird)
Impressions - Woman's Got Soul (HMV Pop)
Larry Williams - Turn On Your Lovelight (Sue)
Otis Redding - Pain In My Heart (London)
Cannibal & the Headhunters - Land Of 1000 Dances (Stateside)
Chuck Jackson & Maxine Brown - Something You Got (Pye Int)
Charlie & Inez Foxx - My Momma Told Me (London)
Screaming Jay Hawkins - I Hear Voices (Sue)
**Incidentally the majority of the shops can be found in the lyrics of, 'I Thank You', by Grenadian
Ray Williams, on the Vasko label. He was simply thanking all the record shops, and radio stations
that flogged or played his previous couple of forty fives, of which ‘It’s Been A Long Time', is a
staggering deep outing. He had a lot of thank yous to get through, as he continues to thank everyone
on the B side to. I thought this obscure disc would be very valuable. Oh no, you can pick one up for
£4.
UK SOUL LABELS
An occasional look at some of the great UK independent record labels, that released some amazing
soul and blues during their short existence.
First up is HIT and RUN and SPECIAL AGENT. If anyone wants to know what deep soul is all about,
I can honestly say, listen to the near entire output from these two labels, for the answer. The majority
are soul in its deepest purist form.
In 1978 Garry Cape, owner of the mail order set up Black Grape (Soulboy was a very regular
customer), set up his own label HIT and RUN, issuing real soul that no big company would go near.
Unfortunately, it had to close after only three singles because of legal problems with the label’s
name. Undaunted Garry went on to set up SPECIAL AGENT, but after five singles and one album
that too folded. A case of where were the soul punters to make this adventure commercially viable.
Garry did succeed in issuing first class soul in the UK, all are indispensable.
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HIT & RUN All released 1978
5001 Eddie Giles : Married Lady/Are You Living With
The One You're Loving With. (US Alarm).
Exquisite deep soul. Eddie's softly strained and pleading
vocals, mingles nicely against the laid-back production
and female backing. Lady was originally recorded by
Bobby Patterson on Jetstar in 1973. The flip is a chunky
beater, good lyrics, nice sax.
5002 Mighty Sam : Mr & Mrs Untrue/Never Too Busy.
(US Malaco)
Mighty is Mighty in some soul quarters. Here he is at his
deepest best on this well constructed slipping around
song. This is the definite version of this often recorded
ditty. Brilliant. The flip is an instrumental mid-tempo
dancer.
5003 George Perkins : Keep On Trying/What The Deal Is. (US G.P)
One of the all time great deep soul songs with a message. An uncredited Frank Turner helps George
along on this beautiful deep soul ballad in the Al Green mode. The immaculate falsetto and
thundering climax reaches parts of the anatomy that only a decent pint can find. The flip is a funky
ditty.
SPECIAL AGENT All released 1980
SPY 9001 Jewel Bass : Overflowing (For You)/I Don't Trust Myself. (US Malaco)
An Eddie Floyd produced wailer. A beautiful song, well sung. There is so much soul on this... it's
overflowing. The flip is a funky brassy beater.
SPY 9002 Ohio Players : Bad Bargain/Here Today and Gone Tomorrow. (US Compass)
A bit rugged this one, with the guitars and horns battling with the emotive wailing.
SPY 9003 Herman Hitson : You Are Too Much For The Human Heart/I Got That Will. (US Atco)
Haunting backup, strong lyrics, and with Hitson’s gravelly pleading vocals, all combine for an
excellent deep doomy affair. The flip is one of these name dropping tunes, that mentions every soul
artist in two and half minutes. It's good though, a nice bouncer.
SPY 9004 Johnny Adams : Stairway To Heaven/Baby I Love You. (US JB’s)
What can you say about the tan canary? Stunning vocals on this O'Jays original. Absolutely brilliant
is the only description for this release. But than one would only expect this quality from an all time
great. The flip is more of the same on the old Aretha Franklin tune.
SPY 9005 Charles Brimmer : I Stand Accused/God Bless
Our Love. (US Chelsea)
The Jerry Butler's classic 'I Stand Accused' is one of those
songs that in anyone's hand it cannot fail to hit the spot.
Charles pleads his case exceptionally well. Brimmer made the
US R&B charts twice with this. In 1975 (43) in 1977 (98). The
flip is the Al Green chestnut. Church organ adds flavour to
Charles amazing emotive feel. He really means it, lucky lady.
SPY 100 Sandra Phillips LP : TOO MANY PEOPLE IN ONE
BED
A Jerry 'Swamp Dogg' Williams concept creation, originally
released on Canyon in 1972. It’s along the same lines as the
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Doris Duke's I'M A LOSER 1971 album. In fact, it contains two of the tracks from that album, 'To
The Other Woman' and 'Ghost Of Myself', which compares very favourably with the originals.
Another stand out track is a remake of Dee Dee Warwick's, 'She Didn't Know'. The album is very
soulful but lacks a little something, the overall production seems a bit thin, lacking that dramatic
interpretation, compared to the Doris Duke and Irma Thomas, who also had a Swamp concept
album IN BETWEEN TEARS 1973, on Fungus Records. But there's no getting away from the fact
that Swamp Dogg's distinctive lyrics never fail to amuse, and demand to be listen to.
In 1993 Garry released some fine CDs by George Jackson, Percy Milem, R L Griffin and Cadillac
George Harris, on his newly formed Grapevine label. What of Garry these days?
BUBBLE GUM CLASSIC OF THE ISSUE

Remember you're in safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on

Rock’n’Roll on "Caroline Flashback"
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson!
TO LISTEN TUNE IN AT

http://www.carolineflashback.co.uk/#home.html

Flashback
Pure nostalgia from the world-famous former offshore radio station
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This series has become a big seller for the label, which comes
as no surprise to anyone who has heard any of the previous five
in this mind-rocking series. Each feature 25 black women
singers, movers and shakers, not to mention shouters and
shakers.
This selection opens with Ann Cole's original version of Got My
Mojo Working, and features divas known and unknown, from
Honey Brown to Sally Stanley, from Dolores Ware to Lynn
Taylor.
OK, you may not know those, but you should certainly know Big
Maybelle, Priscilla Bowman and Ma Rainey if you have the
slightest interest in this particular niche in the R&B canon.
Stand out track for me among the riches herein has to be Baby Washington's Congratulations Honey
which has every element a tough R&B stormer from 1958 requires.
That this music still lives is proved by current band Bonita and the Blues Shacks whose Hottest
Wings in Town cut in 2019 sits seamlessly with fifties classics.
If your local record shop can't supply, then try Bob Thomas at www.bim-bam.com. Other suppliers
are available.
John Howard

From the gutbucket blues of 1952 to proto-soul of the sixties,
Jerry McCain kept on blowing his harp with not a sniff of a hit,
and without managing to produce anything less than perfection
in all the various styles he essayed.
This 25-track compilation includes brilliant and widely known
tracks like Stay Out of Automobiles, from 1954, Courtin' in A
Cadillac from 1956, and My Next Door Neighbour from the
following year, all composed by Jerry himself, but more obscure
tracks are comparable in quality both in their witty lyrics and fine
performance.
Stand-out of course, is his original of She's Tough, revived in
1979 by The Fabulous Thunderbirds which provided Jerry with
a much deserved payday as the number’s composer.
Jerry, who passed on ten years ago, cut some fine instrumentals, not least Red Top, included here
and cut for major label CBS with the Nashville A team backing him, which is magnificent, and
deserves your attention.
John Howard
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Jambalaya on the Bayou is the sub-title of this 30-track
collection which includes Hank Williams covers, tracks cut by
members of his band the Driftin' Cowboys, and songs
associated with him or about him.
And if ever there was a collection aimed at people who didn't
know they liked Hank Williams, this is it.
Hank is given the swamp pop treatment by Fats Domino on the
title track, and the Louisiana Rounders on the Cajun-French
Allons Kooche Kooche, a Rock'n'Roll polish by vocal group The
Pearls on Your Cheating Heart. Carl Perkins on Hey Good
Looking and Johnny Guitar Watson on Cold Cold Heart, and a
hillbilly make-over by nearly everyone else.
Conway Twitty's take on You Win Again is as good if not better than most who have attempted that
oft-recorded number, while Rusty and Doug Kershaw remind us just how good their harmonies were
on Kaw-Liga and Why Don't You Love Me.
Rayburn Anthony's original I Don't Sing Hank Williams Any More is uplifting, while Huelyn Duvall's
take on My Bucket's Got a Hole in It is surprisingly good but is eclipsed by an uncredited Rick Nelson
with his own version.
A terrific listen from start to finish, with no weak spots at all.
John Howard

No cover versions of Little Richard's Long Tall Sally have ever
come close to the original, perhaps until now. Included in this
30-tracker is the Johnny Otis cover, cut just months after
Richard's, and its 95 per cent of the excitement created by Mr
Penniman, which is a real compliment.
The other 29 tracks range from excellent to interesting, while
some, like Joe Turner's Corrine Corrina, and Mickey Gilley's
Drive in Movie, are definitive no matter who did the original.
The compilation opens with two Louis Jordan revivals, Pate
Flowers with the witty lyrics of Ain't That Just Like a Woman,
and Chuck Willis' excellent take on the over-familiar Caldonia.
Tommy Blake's version of Flat Foot Sam would be acceptable if TV Slim's initial release was not
hard-wired into my brain, and The Half Brothers’ take on Ray Charles’ This Little Girl of Mine would
rate four out of five stars were it not for the 1966 version by The Electras.
The sleeve notes are comprehensive thanks to compiler Mark Armstrong, who details writer credits,
label, and the originals, and adding interest are a couple of instrumentals, not least Larry Collins
Duane Eddy soundalike on Johnny Cash's The Rebel - Johnny Yuma and Sandy Nelson's Chew
Tobacco Rag. Jerry Lee Lewis can perform Ubangi Stomp as well as anyone, while Ted Daigle
might have skipped Rock'n'Roll Ruby.
But there's some for everyone, with other highlights including Carl Perkins Sittin' On Top of the
World and Rick Nelson's Down the Line.
John Howard
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Drummer Sandy Nelson was so hot in 1962 that his record label
released three LPs in one month, and put them all on the
Billboard chart.
This 59-track double CD is not a greatest hits collection from the
Teen Beat man, although there are plenty of charters like And
Then There Were Drums. but is more a companion issue to
complement earlier hit compilations.
Thus we have Sandy's take on fifties hits with vocals replaced
mainly by sax, and Sandy's drums to the fore, his versions of
some country contemporaries, and his re-working of
instrumental standards including Honky Tonk, C-Jam Blues and
Hawaiian War Chant.
Many of the instrumental arrangements on earlier vocal hits work superbly, notably for me his reworking of Fats Domino's I'm In Love Again. a bass drum heavy thudder that should appeal to any
burlesque dancer looking for a signature tune.
Last time I saw Sandy he was recording in a 20-foot hole in the Las Vegas desert, one-legged, and
playing keyboards.
He should get out more and capitalise on these great and timeless recordings. Top marks to
compiler Roger Dopson.
John Howard

Sometimes it's difficult to detect a theme running through
compilations like this, other than that they are good for parties.
However, there's a thread that links this latest collection from
Little Victor aka DJ Mojo Man, and that is some superb male
vocal performances.
It's notable on track two from The Originals on Little Lonely Girl
when doo-wop master Tony Allan steps forward to parade the
lungs that have made him a legend (in my house, at least).
Of particular note is the otherwise unknown Pat Patrick with his
self-penned Aladdin label original, Hot Springs, while Dee Clark,
presenting Nobody But You, and ZZ Hill, with You Were Wrong,
were both later revered soul singers.
But what's this? Hard on their heels in the running order is Brook Benton, duetting with Dinah
Washington on Baby (You Got What it Takes) and Brook's own warm voice is widely recognised as
one of the best in the business.
Others appearing you may know include Bo Diddley with Dearest Darling, Eddie Boyd with Drifting,
and Little Walter with Mellow Down Easy, all top class cuts. One oddity comes near the end of the
24 tracks. Peppermint Harris performs what is technically Booker T's Green Onions with lyrics. A
great idea, you need to hear it.
John Howard
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Piano pounder Merrill Moore considered himself a country
swing artist and boogie woogie stylist, and could never
understand why so many considered him Rock'n'Roll,
particularly in the UK.
Cop a listen to this excellent 33-track offering to find out why the
fans were right and Merrill, sadly, was wrong.
Much of the recordings, all cut for Capitol label, rock like the
clappers, and with his near-Haley vocals and jive friendly
tempos there's no wonder Rock'n'Roll club deejays spin them
regularly today.
Red Light, with its catchy chorus and witty lyrics, has been
revived more than once, and Down the Road Apiece was tailormade for a Moore revival 20 years after it emerged.
Bartender's Blues is a hoot, Nola is an ear-worm which will stay in your head all day, and Rock
Rockola should be heard at least once a week to lighten your mood.
Compiler Deke Shilling traces the history of superfan Waxie Maxie Needham's admirable campaign
to put Merrill on the map, which culminated in London and Hemsby appearances for a modest but
massively talented rock pioneer.
John Howard

This collection is sub-titled 30 slices of rockin'. boppin' boogie
and blues and that's a pretty apt description of a compilation that
is as ground-breaking as the sixties Stateside label compilations
Authentic/Real R&B.
No, for the most part you won't be familiar with the artists or the
titles, but with blues expert Neil Slaven in charge of compilation
and Bob Fisher adding sleeve notes, you can be guaranteed of
quality.
There are, of course, some acts you may know, like Papa
Lightfoot, Sammy Myers and Little Milton. Suffice to say, those
that you don't recognise are the equal of Lightfoot's Wine
Women Whiskey, Sammy's You Don't Have to Go, and Milton's
Lookin' for My Baby.
As Bob points out in his excellent sleeve notes, all of the cuts were destined to be dance-friendly in
the fifties juke joints in the American south where hard-working folk let their hair down on Saturday
nights with no concern for provenance, history or line-ups which may well have prevented later blues
historians from enjoying the music on a visceral level.
Who cares if its Ernest Lewis or Little Sam Davis, Houston Boines or Elmon Mickle, what is on the
flip side, or who owns the label. Grab your beer and your partner and dance.
John Howard
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A new collection launches with a 28-tracker featuring more
obscurities mined from the vaults that, mostly, did not merit their
incarceration. This is sourced from mainly small independent
labels who climbed on the Rock'n'Roll bandwagon to make big
money out of the Big Beat, who found their hopes dashed
despite the occasional high quality of their offerings.
Many names you don't know, but some you do, among them
Johnny Rivers, Don Woody, and, would you believe, Bobby
Vee? It's track 10, an instrumental entitled Flyin' High, and if it
was Bobby playing lead guitar in front of his band The Shadows,
he could have rivalled Duane Eddy and Link Wray in the
Rock'n'Roll guitarist’s Hall of Fame. Sadly, history does not
record who was playing guitar, but this one is so good it's worth shelling out for this collection for
that track alone.
Johnny Carr opens proceedings in lively fashion with Rockin' Shock, but track two is the Macy "Skip"
Skipper flipside of Quicksand Love, and it's a goodie. Similarly, track 8, Wally Hughes with
Convertible Car was widely bootlegged in the seventies rockabilly revival, and still stands up.
Johnny Rivers’ offering The Customary Thing is an adult offering with lyrics to generate a wry smile.
Possibly my favourite track is Dick D'Agostino, aka Dick Lory, whose Nancy Lynne is a stormer. The
collection takes its title from a cut by Doug Harden and The Desert Suns since compiler Marcus
Juarez probably felt that You Booger, here by Roy Steward, might alienate buyers.
Watch out for more titles in the series.
John Howard

This magnificent series reaches volume 16, with the fourth
offering from Louisiana-born acts, and the quality has yet to slip.
If you love sax and piano led rocking rhythm and blues, then
buy this with confidence.
Compiler DJ Mark Armstrong knows his stuff, and has dug deep
to find unknown gems of the genre. But, first, the possibly
familiar. Donnie Elbert's superb jiver Believe It Or Not has been
a dance floor favourite in the UK for years, and Huey Piano
Smith's Little Liza Jane has enjoyed numerous covers since the
early sixties.
But it's the unknowns and lately discovered which make this
collection, and its associated releases, such a joy. Willie Egan's I Can't Understand It is so great
that it's brief run-time of 1.51 demands a replay, while Richard Berry's In A Real Big Way profits
from the addition of a male backing group.
Clifton Chenier, the King of Zydeco, should be on every Cajun collection, and there he is with the
pounding instrumental The Big Wheel, his accordion up front.
Clarence Samuels stuttering Slippity is a delight, while Johnny Adams, The Tan Nightingale,
exercises his pipes on the highly commercial Come On. Also appearing are Rudy Green, Professor
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Longhair, Long John Hunter, Bobby Mitchell, among many others, and special mention to the sadly
late Lloyd Price whose Rock'n'Roll Dance is the sub-title of this highly recommended compilation.
John Howard

This continuing toothsome series of restaurant-related southern
sounds and soul food opens with a lively offering entitled
Chicken Back from Louis Jordan to get everyone in a happy,
hungry mood, which is how the best albums open.
There's not only great forties and fifties sounds but also a potted
history of Afro-American cuisine courtesy of our maître d and
menu compiler Little Victor Mac aka The Mojo Man.
Bigger names appearing include John Lee Hooker, Etta James
and Count Basie, with, respectively Onions, Shortnin' Bread
Rock and Ham'n'Eggs, and if there is a more menacing song
about food then John Lee's offering, I've yet to hear it. Cut long
before his re-invention as a folk-blues artist, it's compelling.
Other acts include Andre Williams, whose The Greasy Chicken is an offspring of his own Bacon
Fat, Stick McGee, whose Southern Menu not only names the compilation but follows up his Wine
Spo-Dee-Odee, and The Scamps, whose Enchilada owes much to its namesakes The Champs’
Tequila.
Favourites for me were the superb piano from Cecil Gant on Owl Stew, and equally superb saxwork
from Noble "Thin Man" Watts on the instrumental Flapjack. But it's all nourishment with no filler.
John Howard

The final compilation in the quartet of Little Victor's food-related
rhythm'n'blues stewpot of musical morsels to make you boogie
and chow down. There's 28 tracks covering the forties to the
sixties with big names among the obscurities, and some highly
amusing novelties.
Opener is Harold Burrage's apt You Eat Too Much which details
much of what would appear on a diner menu in America's south,
and the rest of the tracks continue the trend.
There's barbecue from Washboard Sam, Pee Wee Hunt's Hunt
Goulash, Jan Thomas' Rib Tips and Dave Bartholomew's
Shrimp and Gumbo. A sprinkling of tracks are instrumentals, like
Ernie Freeman's excellent take on Doc Bagby's Dumplins. Felix Garcia's Two Tacos and Ralph
Marterie's Shish Kebob. Familiar to fans of uptempo rockers will be Mike Pedicin's Burnt Toast and
Black Coffee, while The Marathon's Peanut Butter, long known to be by The Olympics is perhaps
the only track here that was actually a hit at the time of release.
Perverse, but interesting, is the inclusion of Marvin and Johnny's follow up to the charter Cherry Pie
entitled Second Helping of Cherry Pie. This was covered in the UK by Jess Conrad, but it followed
another cover by Skip and Flip into oblivion, so compiler Little Victor must have decided to skip Skip
and Flip. Sorry about that.
Although this is said to be the end of the series, I can think of another 25 food related numbers, so
surely Victor can...
John Howard
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The richness of the blues tradition in Louisiana is proven by the
fifth album in this series with no drop in quality.
Well known tracks like Huey Piano Smith's Don't You Know
Yockomo, Lloyd Price's The Chicken and the Bop and Larry
Williams’ fantastic flip side Bad Boy sit alongside equally
excellent but less recognised numbers like Loaded Down by
Mathew Jacobs, Philip Walker's I Want You for Myself, and
Clarence Samuels' Lolly Pop Mama.
This 28-tracker includes some zydeco selections among the
jump blues and Rock'n'Roll, notably Clifton Chenier's Boppin'
The Rock and Rockin' Sidney's I Would If I Could.
Other star names include Fats Domino, with the seldom anthologised Dance With Mr Domino,
Champion Jack Dupree, Smiley Lewis and Ernie K-Doe.
And there's still some untouched Louisiana-born artists like Louis Prima and Nellie Lutcher so
compiler Mark Armstrong can easily keep this series running. Great stuff.
John Howard

Just the thing when you are clinking the ice in your glass under
a parasol on the beach. Lots of summer musical fun in this
themed and generous 30-tracker.
Opening with Bob Jaxon's Beach Party to set the scene,
selections include Jamie Coe's tour-de-force Summertime
Symphony. Elvis Presley's Slicin' Sand, and Freddy Cannon's
Palisades Park.
Queen of the Beach by Carol King and Shorty Rogers’ Beach
Doll fit nicely, but tracks like Baker Knight's Hungry for Love and
The Paramounts’ Girl Friend add to the party atmosphere with
no shingle or surfing in sight.
John Howard

This second volume in the series continues the theme with Dale
Hawkins' Lifeguard Man, Elvis Presley's Rock-A-Hula Baby and
Dusty Roses' Hula Rock, with random additions of undeservedly
obscure rockers that deserve their place in the sun.
These include Kip Tyler and His Flips' Ohh Yeah Baby, Lee
Kane's cover of It's All Your Fault and Ral Donner's It's Been a
Long Long Time.
The collection bows out with the highly appropriate See You
Next Year by The Cleftones, when we might expect volumes
three and four if compiler Mark Armstrong is up for more deep
research into the archives.
John Howard
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Many believe the talented Darrell Higham, fine vocalist, ace
guitarist, skilled songwriter and seasoned producer should have
been snapped up by the wider music industry and turned into a
major star long ago.
Darrell, however, is quite happy to produce a new release every
six months or so on the modest Foot Tapping imprint, and we
should be grateful he does.
This 12-tracker opens with Dorsey Burnette's A Long Vacation,
before Darrell's self-penned title track. Considering the theme of
the offering, and Darrell's well documented obsession with
Eddie Cochran, we must forgive the inclusion of the overfamiliar Summertime Blues.
The mixture continues with Presley and Haley revivals done well, Governor Jimmy Davis' campaign
song You Are My Sunshine, and a bop friendly revival of Dwight Pullen's Sunglasses After Dark
before the concluding original The Summertime Bop. Darrell, as usual, does not put a foot wrong,
and this is highly recommended to all who appreciate a Rock'n'Roll professional at the height of his
powers.
John Howard

Thirty frantic rockers open with Dale Hawkins' Tornado, but it's
not until track 30 do you actually get to The Frantic Rockers –
that's the name of the group – who close out the compilation
with Rumors.
In between we have rockabillly, Rock'n'Roll, blues boppers,
and even bluegrass from the likes of Chuck Berry, Billy Bland,
Ronnie Hawkins, Sleepy LaBeef, Gene Summers and Rudy
Grazell, and many lesser-known names similarly superb at
uptempo floor-fillers.
Among those I didn't know before, I'd give a thumbs up to
Lucky Plank, Tex Neighbours and Burnell Martin, but true to
Atomicat credo, it's all killer and no filler.
John Howard

Don't expect Amo, Amas, Amat from this collection. You won't
have to know Latin to appreciate the Latin rhythm inflections on
some known and also obscure harmony groups who decided to
mambo, cha-cha and merengue as if straight fifties Rock'n'Roll
might end soon.
There are numbers that name-check Mexico, Cuba and points
south, and Spanish language versions of The Chords' Sh'Boom
and Neil Sedaka's Carol.
Familiar offerings include Maurice Williams' Stay and The
Turbans’ When You Dance, both of which had a baion beat from
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the start, and James Ray original of I've Got My Mind Set on You, complete with the verses excised
from ex-Beatle George Harrison's dire cover.
There's a generous 32 tracks, and it's an enjoyable, uptempo collection of dancers.
John Howard

Wynonie “Mr Blues” Harris was a blues shouter whose career
began in the 1930s, flourished in the post-war years and was
flushed away with the birth of Rock'n'Roll.
He had a string of number one singles in the sepia charts
starting in 1945, but his risqué and adult material found little
favour in the anodyne white market, and it was not until after his
sad death at 52 in 1969 that his contribution to early Rock'n'Roll
was re-evaluated.
This 28-track collection shows why he should not have been
overlooked. Tracks like Who Threw the Whiskey in the Well,
Grandma Plays the Numbers and I Want My Fanny Brown are
witty, original and are great dancers.
The title track is an attention-getter in the record racks, but hardly the best offering in the collection,
which includes Wynonie's hit treatment of Roy Brown's Good Rockin' Tonight, the dance-floor
friendly All She Wants to Do Is Rock, and an unusual vocal treatment of Jimmy Forest's often
recorded Night Train.
Lovin' Machine has been a Rock'n'Roll club favourite for some years, and many of this fine collection
are its equal. Detailed sleeve notes by compiler Bob Fisher puts Wynonie's career in perspective.
John Howard

A 30-track collection aimed squarely at the dance floor, and the
only way to judge them is their danceability.
So it runs around 90 per cent overall on my reckoning with the
opener, Brook Benton's I Wanna Do Everything for You, a
cookie cutter take on Don't Be Cruel running at 100 per cent.
More than can be said for the French language version of the
Elvis song at track 10 from Georges Ulmer, my only comment
is that it is not as bad as the Japanese attempt at the song.
Redd Stewart's Yes, I've Come Back has country roots, but still
scores well on the Jiveometer, as does Chuck Willis' Take It Like
a Man.
The Five Satins' The Jones Girl may be fine doo-wop, but it's a little fast for jiving, while Johnny
Reed's take on doo-wop's Shep and the Limelites’ A Thousand Miles Away turns it into I don't know
what-wop.
There are some real stand-outs, not least Patti Jerome's original of No Momma, No Poppa, revived
recently by Laura B. and her band.
Overall, a fine collection, so grab your dancing shoes and roll up the carpet.
John Howard
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A great idea to team the late doo-wop brothers on a single CD,
allowing us to contrast and compare the efforts of the highpitched twosome.
Both had huge success, Frankie first, with his self-penned
classic Why Do Fools Fall in Love with his group The Teenagers
but by now it's over-familiar.
Lewis’ biggie was Your Last Chance, and comparing it with
Frankie's million seller suggests Lewis had the more melodic
voice. But, then again, Lewis was older when he cut the track.
Frankie had a longer run of his, including I'm Not a Juvenile
Delinquent/Baby Baby and The ABCs of Love, while Lewis grew
the better moustache, a full Jimmy Edwards when I last saw him in Long Island.
Both tended to lose their way in the late fifties, Frankie, now solo, choosing the standard Goody
Goody as his calling card before recording Rock'n'Roll standards Jailhouse Rock, Short Fat Fannie
and Buzz Buzz Buzz for LP release.
Lewis, meanwhile, also chose standards like Them There Eyes but cut a surprisingly good version
of Dance Girl.
Every title mentioned is on the CD. So who is the winner? It has to be Lewis, but not for musical
reasons. Frankie signed to Roulette, less likely to pay royalties than Bobby Robinson, of Fire/Fury
labels to whom Lewis signed.
John Howard

As you may guess from the title, all three groups were more or
less the same, with personnel coming and going.
Thanks to compiler Roger Dopson's diligent research both timeline and line-ups are now clear.
But what of the music? The Jacks and Cadets recorded for the
Bihari brothers in Los Angeles, and became their biggest selling
vocal groups, so you can assume it's pretty good.
The Cadets specialised in cover versions, and numbers like
Nappy Brown's Don't Be Angry, The Jayhawks' Stranded in the
Jungle, and The Marigolds' Rollin' Stone, all included here, were
big US hits.
Their versions of The Willows' Church Bells May Ring and
Johnny Guitar Watson's Love Bandit were as good as the originals.
As The Jacks they had an immediate hit with their debut Why Don't You Write Me, and a parallel
career was born.
The hits did not stop when they morphed into The Flares. Foot Stompin' took them back to the
charts, and even garnered a UK single release. There's 30 tracks of Rock'n'Roll history here.
John Howard
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Comedy is the glue that holds this collection together, and it’s a
grin from track 1, Boogaloo and His Gallant Crew's shopping
misfortunes in Clothes Line to track 28, Gene and Wendell and
The Sweethearts’ problems with The Roach.
In between, The Flares try The Monkey Walk, Johnny Fuller is
suffering in a Haunted House and Andre Williams is unwise
enough to get involved with Jail Bait.
Stan Freberg's demolition of The Platters' The Great Pretender
is, and always was, hilarious, and The Flamingos offer the
somewhat silly title track Shilly Dilly. There's more quirky
humour from The Cellos' Rang Tang Ding Dong, The Five Keys
Ling Ting Tong and The Chips’ much-loved B side Rubber Biscuit.
Stand out track for me is Stomp Gordon's What's Her Whimsey, Dr Kinsey, a direct reference to
The Kinsey Report in the fifties which revealed the bizarre sexual practices of American women.
Who'd write a song about it? Stomp Gordon did, and Mercury released it.
John Howard

Dick Glasser may be remembered as one of Rock'n'Roll's
nearly-men, but his behind-the-scenes career was glittering.
He is best remembered as a singer for the 1956 rocker Catty
Town, which he wrote, and a whole string of teen rockaballads,
but as a composer, label manager and producer he had more
huge hits than you can shake a stick at.
This 33-track overview covers his singing career 1956-1962,
under both his given name, and his nom de disque Dick Lory.
Stand-outs include his original of Cool It Baby, featured in the
film The Girl Can't Help It by Eddie Fontaine, Angels in the Sky,
his first composition, and another great rocker Wild-Blooded
Woman. Compilation and comprehensive sleeve notes by
Roger Dopson.
John Howard

It's sometimes suggested that well established jump blues
players jumped ship in the mid-fifties to cruise the Rock'n'Roll
boat.
Not so in the case of pianist, singer and composer Jimmy
McCracklin. He had a fine career as a blues shouter from 1948
onwards, and went on to cut a fine series of numbers for Modern,
Swing Time and Peacock labels, holding a big band together.
But in 1957 he began recording a series of totally original,
innovative numbers that led Rock'n'Roll fans to him, rather than
Jimmy moving in their direction. Numbers like Big Foot Mama,
Rockin' All Day, and She's Gone, which open this 28-track
collection are perfectly listenable, and danceable, in their own right.
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But from 1957's Savoy's Jump, Jimmy hit both a commercial and creative peak that went on to
include big hits like Everybody Rock, The Walk, Georgia Slop and He Knows the Rules, all way
beyond excellent.
This is part of the Koko Mojo Spotlight Collection and if any subsequent issues in this single artist
series tops this for quality and variety, then I can't wait to hear it.
John Howard

One of the many threads that led to Rock'n'Roll was bluegrass,
particularly the brother acts like The Stanleys who were to prove
an influence on the later Everly Brothers.
This 30-track overview, complete with detailed booklet by
compiler Arthur Wilkinson, traces them from the immediate
post-war period up until the dawn of the sixties.
Simple accompaniment always featuring banjo and guitar
underpins songs of love and loss, memory and celebration but
the main focus of all their work is their wonderful harmony
vocals.
Ralph outlived older brother Carter by 50 years, reaping the
rewards of their earlier work in such settings as the film Oh
Brother, Where Art Thou, while their definitive recording of Man of Constant Sorrow was revived by
many over the years.
Of particular note here are their reaction to Elvis Presley's revival of Bill Monroe's Blue Moon of
Kentucky, and their unsuccessful attempt at riding the Rock'n'Roll wave with a country cover of King
label-mate Hank Ballard's Finger Popping Time.
John Howard

Compiler Mark Armstrong spread his net wide to gather material
for this 30-track trawl through non-European cover versions of
hits.
One hopes to find a cover better than the original but this is
sadly not much the case here. However, it's an interesting listen.
The best are those that ignore the original arrangement. Thus
Mike Pedicin's take on Faye Adams’ Shake a Hand discards the
gospel fervour of her version, and turns it into an excellent
dancer.
Similarly, The Jesters ditch Little Richard's arrangement of Tutti
Frutti to produce a markedly different song.
I must assume Bob Luman's version of You've Got Everything is superior to Lance Roberts’ original
since it's the only one I know.
Jim Lowe's version of Rock-A-Chicka, similarly.
But artists as diverse as Moon Mullican and Rusty Draper, Ray Smith and Johnny Tillotson offer
perfectly acceptable second versions of some fine numbers.
John Howard
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When The Impalas formed in Brooklyn, New York, in 1958, there
were three white guys and one black.
By the time I caught up with them onstage around 15 years ago,
they had become four black guys.
It's in the nature of fifties vocal groups that line-ups change,
particularly 60 years down the line.
The otherwise short-lived group had just two hits, the title track
and Oh What a Fool, but they did cut an LP which is here in its
entirety.
Joe “Speedo” Frazier was an excellent lead singer, most of the
material is original, and they deserved more hits, as compiler Roger Dopson points out in his nicely
illustrated sleeve-note booklet.
A recommended buy for fans of vocal group harmony.
John Howard

Twenty-five black woman singers, movers and shakers is the
tagline on this latest in a series offering the cream of 50s female
belters.
Among them we have Marie Knight, Tiny Topsy, Big Maybelle,
Etta James, Faye Adams and Lavern Baker and a smattering of
lesser-known acts that are their equal.
A snapshot of the Golden Era of blues, rhythm'n'blues, and early
soul offering a foundation-shaking pot-pourri, and if you don't
have Marie Knight's brilliant I Thought I Told You Not to Tell 'em
which opens the collection then it's worth buying for that track
alone.
John Howard

A compendium of blues songs from the late forties and early
fifties celebrating money or its lack, a continuing theme of the
blues along with booze, woman trouble and work, or its lack.
Compiler Neil Slaven has curated an intriguing mix of forties big
band blues from the likes of Ivory Joe Hunter, Amos Milburn and
Roy Milton, and rural blues with lighter backing from Chuck
Norris, Sonny Parker and John Lee Hooker.
The title track, written by Roosevelt Sykes, comes from femme
thrush Chubby Newsome, while other titles include I Need a Pay
Day, I ain't Got a Dime to My Name, and Dollar Diggin' Woman.
Little Richard offers a more positive view from 1951 – Get Rich
Quick. He succeeded.
John Howard
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Thirty tracks chosen not for their melody, not for their lyrics, but
for their tempo.
All of them have that hypnotic mid-tempo beloved of the girls
who enjoy that seventies dance invention to go along with
boppers, jivers and bum-clutchers on the rock'n'roll dance floor.
Big names like Jack Scott, The Crickets, Vince Taylor and
Chuck Berry could not have known that 20 years after they cut
the tracks herein that they would be fuelling a dance craze.
But it doesn’t matter because armchair rockers will also
appreciate the thundering beat that characterises every number
on this well chosen collection, curated by the ever-reliable Mark
Armstrong.
John Howard

Some familiar names and some great tracks grace this 30-track
compilation themed to love and marriage.
Brenda Lee has the title track, and alongside Little Miss
Dynamite we have Little Richard with the solid True Fine Mama,
Little Joe Hinton's tremendous Let's Start a Romance, and the
Everly Brothers gospel-derived This Little Girl of Mine, livelier
than I remember.
Compiler Mark Armstrong has brought to our attention a couple
of brilliant vocal groups, namely The Minorbops and The
Monorays.
Many will know the excellent Butanes with Don't Forget I Love
You which should be in every collection. An interesting oddity is a French language take on Chantilly
Lace from Luis Mariano, which is 0.001 per cent as good as the Big Bopper.
John Howard

The photo on the sleeve of this 30-track collection features
Gene Vincent, which augurs well for its content.
Gene's contribution comes from 1957, You Told a Fib, and it's
seldom on compilations and a worthwhile choice.
This lovelorn collection's title comes courtesy of vocal group The
Jewels, a 1954 RPM label cut.
Present, too, are Ike Turner, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy Brown, and
the Big Bopper, who offers It's The Truth, Ruth when Big
Bopper's Wedding might have been more appropriate, perhaps.
John Howard
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A Rock'nRoll classic recorded in 1958 is being released on a single for the first time more than sixty
years later.
The record is 30 Days by American singer Ronnie Hawkins, which was cut for the Canadian label
Quality and was due to be his second single.

But Ronnie signed for New York label Roulette and his Canadian recording was shelved, believed
lost, until detective work by well-known Rock’n’Roll figure Willie Jeffery, the man behind the Rockers'
Reunion annual shows and who formerly ran the long running Hemsby weekenders.
He was also President of the Ronnie Hawkins fan club for years.
Willie, who is duly credited on the picture sleeve of the vinyl-only seven-inch record, said: “It's a
knockout record, pure rockabilly, and far superior to a later cut of a similarly known title.
“It's retailing for £12 in strictly limited numbers, and must be a future collectable, likely to rise in
value quickly. In my opinion, it's a better investment bet than BitCoin.”
The double-sided disc is equally notable for its flipside, a track called Kathy Jean, about which little
was known. However, Willy and his sidekicks were able, in the end, to discover it was a limited
release track, put out under the title of Baby Jean, on European Eps.
One of Ronnie Hawkins’ many claims to fame is that his backing band The Hawks were adopted by
singer Bob Dylan and renamed The Band, who had a sterling career on their own.
The leader of the band was drummer Levon Helm, and he appears on drums, and has a co-write
credit on the flip of the new release alongside Gordon Josie on bass and ex-Conway Twitty band
member Jimmy Luke on lead guitar.
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Critics who have heard the single praise Luke's guitar-picking, particularly his second solo.
Willy sourced the release from a Canadian radio station feature on Hawkins, born in Arkansas but
who made his home in Canada in the late fifties.
It required the expertise of Steve “Swanny” Swan to clear the rights and copyrights to make the
release a reality.
Swanny has released a series of Rock’n’Roll singles, all in collectable picture sleeves, and all are
legal releases.
Swanny said: “In the seventies, half the rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll reissues were pirated, and issued
as bootlegs. This meant the artists, writers and musicians did not receive the royalties they
deserved. Times have moved on since then.”
Thanks to Swanny, the new release comes out on the Quality label, out of Hamilton, Ontario, as
originally intended.
The original of Thirty Days was by its writer Chuck Berry, and Ronnie cut a hit version of this in 1959
under the title of 40 Days.
Kathy Jean is a Hawkins original, and the line-up for this 1959 New York recording features Fred
Carter on guitar, the man who played lead for Simon and Garfunkel on their Bridge Over Troubled
Water album, and many other million sellers, Jimmy Ray Pullman aka Luke on rhythm guitar, Jimmy
Evans formerly on Sun Records on bass, and Levon Helm, again on drums.
As an original fifties Rock’n’Roller Ronnie Hawkins failed to ride the wave of the rockabilly revival in
the seventies, because, as Willie says: “He was perhaps, too good, too professional and too
Rock’n’Roll. The rockabilly revival concentrated on the primitive, stripped back sounds of the fifties
that was not properly appreciated when it was recorded.
“Ronnie Hawkins had the television appearances and hit records that were denied many of the
southern hillbillies in the fifties.”
Ronnie's US hits included a cover of Young Jessie's Mary Lou, and the re-cut of Forty Days.
He made his UK debut in January 1960 with two appearances on the Marty Wilde TV showcase
Boy Meets Girls performing both Forty Days and Southern Love.
Contemporary reports show he was much enamoured by the standard of UK musicians such as
saxman Red Price and keyboard player Cherry Wainer, but he brought his own drummer, Levon
Helm with him.
Meanwhile, Ronnie added to his UK fan base with his dynamic stage act and his unbridled singing
style.
Levon, of course, went on to fame with The Band, singing lead on such Band hits as The Weight
and Cripple Creek. They were subject of their own Martin Scorsese documentary on their break-up
The Last Waltz, and Levon in later years became a Hollywood star.
He appeared as Loretta Lynn's father in Coal Miner's Daughter, and had major roles in films such
as The Right Stuff and Shooter.
As a solo artist and singer he won multiple Grammy awards for his late-career offerings.
Ronnie did not return to the UK until ten years later, signed to Atlantic records and recording what
would now be described as Americana. He had developed a worldwide reputation as a hard living
hell-raiser, and he took over the London Playboy club to party during his visit.
He continued to record, from 1972 on Monument, and later on his own Hawk label.
Amazingly, despite his self-confessed love of “broads and booze” he is still alive and kicking at 86.
You can get your copy via Swanny's Sales Group SWANKY 45s while stocks last.
John Howard
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TFTW continues to revisit previous articles that may (or may not) have a current relevance.
In this, the second edition of re-publications from the influential Rock’n’Roll magazine of the late
seventies and early eighties, we reprint an interview with rockabilly icon, Charlie Feathers,
following on from his first visit outside the United States to appear as part of the Sun Sound Show
at London’s Rainbow Theatre in Finsbury Park, along with Jack Scott, Warren Smith, Buddy Knox.
I’m sure you will find this vintage 1980 interview fascinating.
Once again, a big thank you to former publisher and editor of Not Fade Away magazine for
allowing TFTW the privilege of access. Keith Woods.

Charlie Feathers
Charlie Feathers - born June 12, 1932; died August 29, 1998. Published in issue 16 1980.
It was back in the mid ‘60s that Rock'n'Roll record collectors first
heard of the name Charlie Feathers and, within a short time,
everybody just had to have copies of 'One Hand Loose', ‘Tongue
Tied Jill', 'Nobody's Woman', and anything else that had the name
Feathers on it. Since then, he has dropped and risen again in
popularity and is now idolized with such tags as 'Rockabilly's Main
Man', 'King of Rockabilly' and other such twee titles that ill befit this
highly overrated singer.
Feathers himself now struts around telling everybody or anybody who will listen of his 'importance',
of how he alone got the 'Sun Sound' back in 1955 for Sam Phillips, of how everybody has done him
wrong through the years, how he can't work with anyone because they don't understand him, and
a hundred other things.
To the uninitiated, he would seem a genius, if it were all but true, but it would seem that Charlie is
just bitter with the thoughts of how fame and fortune have left him behind, and yet not realizing that
these things could never have been his to begin with. He just did not, could not, fit into the mould of
a Rock'n'Roll Star.
Today, his overbearing manner has labelled him as an 'ass-hole' by many fellow musicians who are
fed up with his constant boasting, his sudden mania about bootleggers, not to mention his
mercenary attitudes with certain record companies. Yet despite all this, Charlie remains an enigma
in the history of Rock'n'Roll music. Certainly, he has made some worthwhile contributions to the
short-lived period of Rockabilly music, but...
Charlie wasn't always like this though. Back in 1969, the then CoEditor of 'Rock'n'Roll Collector', Roger Ford, interviewed Feathers in
Memphis (for full transcript see R&RC No.5) who seemed totally
unimpressed when Roger told him of his 'fame' amongst record
collectors and the high prices his records were commanding and had
a good word to say about everybody, save Junior Thompson whom he
spoke about in short, but further prompting from Roger only made
Charlie keep referring to Thompson's recording of 'How Come You Do
Me Like You Do' on the TUNE label, saying 'He done stole that song
from me'.
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In recent interviews, Charlie has mentioned recording for other labels prior to recording for the Sun
label, but in 1969, he seemed very certain that Sun was his first label;
RF: 'Did you ever do any kind of recording before the Flip record?'
CF: 'No sir, that was the first record, the first one I ever did'.
RF: 'Had you ever been approached for recording before that?'
CF: 'No I hadn't. That was the first time. I worked in there with Sam for several years over there,
right back to when Elvis was recording there and then came Carl, then came Roy Orbison and
Sonny Burgess, then came Conway Twitty, he was there, then Johnny Cash. I played many shows
with Cash, he and I had the same manager at that time and Carl Perkins too'.
RF: 'What was the reason behind your transfer from Flip onto Sun?'
CF: 'Well, y'know they did that on their own. See, Flip was a non-union label and they can do that
any time they want, change it from one label to another with the same man on both of them'.
RF: 'Can you remember any of the tracks that you cut for Sun that were never released?'
CF: There's one in particular that I wished I could remember, I really do 'cause it was a good song,
one of my favourite songs. But somehow or another over the years I've forgotten just how it goes,
the melody to it and everything. One of these days I'm gonna get on down there and get Sam to
take 'em out and I'm gonna listen to some of them. He's got them all there, all the tapes, that's the
reason I didn't listen to them then'.
RF: 'How many tracks would you say that you recorded for Sun that haven't been released?'
CF: 'I'd say about fifty'.
RF: 'When did you first start songwriting?'
CF: The year I went into hospital. I had some time, stayin' in there so that's when I started to write.
I wrote 'Peepin' Eyes' and several others while I was in there. 'Peepin' Eyes' was the first one that I
ever tried to write; it wasn't too good a number but it was the first one I tried'.
If Charlie did cut fifty tracks, then where they are now, no one knows, for only a handful have turned
up in recent investigations of the Sun tapes, although it is possible that they have been erased by
other recordings, which is now known to have happened several times during Sun's active period.
Much has been made by Charlie of his work with Elvis recently, but this Is all he had to say when
Roger questioned him about Elvis' recording of 'I Forgot To Remember To Forget'.
CF: 'Stan Kesler and I, he played with me on my first records, he plays a steel guitar, he mentioned
a song he wanted me to sing and one he wanted me to sing to Elvis. Anyway, I was more interested
in this other song so I went over to his (Elvis') house the next day and that's where it all began. We
got it together and I sang it to Elvis and he listened to it on a little ole tape recorder. Sam really liked
the song and they recorded it about six times and nobody liked It the way they were doing it and he
wasn't really doing the song the way I had in mind, so we went up and had supper and went on
back out there and he did the song twice and I'd kinda pumped it into his head and he had the
melody right and that was it. So the song did real well, I was proud of it, I kinda helped him along
on several others too. I was around there a lot and anything I thought of I helped out on. They'd ask
me what I thought of this and I'd tell them my opinion of it and that's the way it went. Sometimes it
might not mean much but sometimes it might help a little, anyway, that's the way I worked over
there, about three years all told'.
RF: 'Did you cut the song yourself as well?'
CF: 'No, I never did record that one'.
Whatever Charlie's position at Sun records, he left in 1956 when his contract was up, and Sam
seemed disinterested in renewing his contract or issuing any recording that Charlie took to him.
RF: 'How did you come to meet the Bihari Brothers and Lester in particular?'
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CF: 'I wrote the song ‘Tongue Tied Jill' and my contract was out
with Sun and Lester had a very small recording unit out here so I
went out there, me and my two musicians and we put this thing
down on tape, just one mike we used. I took it over to Sam but he
didn't go for it too much so this man asked me, he came round
my house that night, he asked me what I was gonna do with it. So
he released it. But I never did have a contract with his Meteor
Records or the Bihari's. I went from there to King Records and I
recorded several numbers there with them and now I'm back with
the Phillips's.’
RF: 'Did you ever meet or work with any of the other Meteor
artists?'
CF: 'Yeah, there was Junior Thompson and his boys, I saw them occasionally, every once in a while
and there was a song called 'How Come You Do Me Like You Do'. They recorded the song, I'd
written the song two or three months before that'.
RF: 'How did you come to join up with Jody and Jerry?'
CF: 'I met them at a friend's house here in Memphis. They played my type of stuff so we just got
together from then on and we wrote songs together'.
RF: 'Did they back you on stage too?'
CF: ‘That's right, we played quite a bit on stage. In those days it was me and Carl and Cash and
Webb Pierce and later on Don Gibson. We played a lot of shows together'.
RF: 'How old would you say they are?'
CF: 'I would say Jody's about 35, both of them are about the same age. Jody's still right here in
Memphis and Jerry's down somewhere in Alabama'.
So although Charlie never had a contract with Meteor, his record did become a sizable local hit,
necessitating Charlie to tour the Memphis circuit plugging his only 'hit' record, as well as an
appearance on the 'Wink Martindale Dance Party' TV show on channel 13 in Memphis, plus a trip
to New York for a one-off appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show.
On top of all this, a local girl started a fan club for him, but this seems to have expired the same
year it was started, exactly the same fate as Wayne McGinnis, whose Meteor recording of
'Lonesome Rhythm Blues' was also a sizable local hit, and Ramon Maupin who also hit with his
recording of 'Love Gone' and is a long time friend of Charlie's.
RF: 'Can you give us any details of Ramon Maupin?'
CF: 'Well, Ramon lives, I guess, about six blocks away from me. His big record was 'Love Gone' I
believe, he was on Fernwood records and he did 'Rockin' Rufus' (also Fernwood). He's played guitar
with me a lot too, he used to back me up a lot. Don't see him as much now as I used too but he's
still around and he plays a good bit of music too, yeah, he still plays'.
RF: 'How many songs did you write with Ramon?'
CF: 'Let's see, we've wrote several different songs together, this 'Jungle Fever' was one. He and I
wrote this together and several other numbers, I don't think we've done some of them yet but
different artists have sometimes used them. We have the coloured groups over there and they do
a lot of different numbers and we furnish material, sometimes we don't remember the groups, we
just lease the material to the company'.
All in all, Charlie seemed content with his lot, and even after the interview, whilst Roger was with
Charlie in Tom Phillips' studio, listening to some tracks Charlie had recently put down, he seemed
very content with what he was doing in Memphis at that time, just the odd gig here and there, a bit
of songwrltlng, Joy-riding, entering saloon car races and whenever the need for a fist full of dollars
came up, he'd go and cut a record somewhere. Happy times indeed.
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Another thing that came to light during the interview was that Feathers did not rate his recordings
very highly, and said later that things like 'Get With It', 'Tongue Tied Jill', ‘One Hand Loose' etc. were
recorded too fast. His own preference was for the more countryfied numbers, as can be seen by
Feathers’ answer to one of Roger Ford's questions when he was asking about the various labels
Charlie had recorded for;
RF: 'When you joined King, how long was your contract with them?'
CF: 'I had a year's contract with them'.
RF: Did you cut any tracks for them that are unreleased?'
CF: 'No, I just cut the eight tracks for them'.
RF: 'Which was your personal favourite out of those?'
CF: 'When You Decide', I guess that's the one'.
RF: 'When you were with King, did you ever meet Mac Curtis, who was on the label at the same
time as you?'
CF: 'Yeah,1 met Mac Curtis. I never did know too much about him, I just met him and that was about
all’.
RF: 'Did you ever see him on stage?'
CF: 'Yeah, he had a pretty wild act, did a real good job too'.
RF: 'After you left King, did you go straight to the Kay Label?'
CF: 'Yeah, it was owned by a guy right here in town. Let me see how this came about now, he was
going into the record business and he wanted to do a number there so I cut a thing called 'Jungle
Fever' and 'Why Don't You', and after that I cut 'Deep Elm Blues' and 'Nobody's Darlin' for Holiday
Inn'.
RF: 'What about the instrumental for Kay, ‘Jody's Beat?
CF: 'Yeah, I played on that, both sides'.
RF: 'You also did a record on the Walmay label under the name Charlie Morgan. Why did you
change your name for that one?'
CF: 'Well, Quinton Claunch and I wrote the song called 'Dinky John' and 'South of Chicago', and it
was a folk type number. This was all a mishap, it just happened that this guy over at Walmay heard
the number and he liked it and I think it was a year or so later that he came out with it. That stuff
wasn't around much then so when they released it they put it under a different name because it was
folk and I never done nothing like that so that was the purpose of it, I guess'.
During his recording career, Charlie has recorded for many labels, the most recent being the Vetco
label, on which he has just had issued two albums on the Feathers label, plus of course, the labels
Feathers now says he also recorded for. Of these records, only a handful merit mention, the
remainder seeming to be bad attempts at ‘50s rockabilly, plus of course that now, his fame far
outstrips his abilities, a sad fate indeed for a once likeable hillbilly singer born some 47 years ago
to Leonard and Lucy Feathers in Hollow Springs, Mississippi.
Charlie grew up as one of eight children and was educated locally. His interest in music came at an
early stage in his life;
'Well, I had an old guitar and I banged around on It, I was about nine or ten years old at the time,
right around there, and I used to listen to a lot of Hank Williams numbers and things like that and I
came up on them like that. Then a few years later I went on out to Texas, stayed out there a year
or so and I played there at a few places locally, then I came right back and started over at 706
Union, at the Sun Recording Studio over there. I went in and played the man a song, just me on
guitar and he liked it so much I started with him right there'.
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He also worked some time as a pipeline layer, and in 1953, spent a year in hospital with spinal
meningitis. After joining Sun records and having his first record issued, Charlie spent time touring
the Memphis circuit, as well as appearing on a local radio station, Radio WMPS, and doing backup to various other artists;
RF: 'Did you ever back anyone on stage?'
CF: 'Yeah, I did with Johnny and Dorsey Burnette, I did something with them. That was back in the
early days when they had those wild sounding records out, 'Tear It up' was one'.
RF: 'Did you back anyone on record?'
CF: 'Yeah, I did it several times. I'm trying to think who, I can't remember any particular one right
off, but I've don& several of them'.
RF: 'Can you remember your first public performance, the first time you appeared on stage?'
CF: 'Lemme see now, I can, here in Memphis. It was at the Overton Shell Park here in Memphis. It
was a Rock'n'Roll concert and Elvis was headlining the show. Elvis wasn't as big then as Webb
Pierce, Webb was the big star on the show, but Elvis did real well too, and there was also Big Jim
Wilkinson, Wanda Jackson, Johnny Cash, that was about his first show here in town. I don't think
Carl was on that show, but there were several others, Red Sovine, Bud Deckleman, there's several
of them I'm not mentioning, I can't remember all their names, but there were about thirty people all
together'.
Since those days, much has been written about Charlie Feathers, his influences, his style, but no
one has yet made the man understandable to the point where one can forgive his quirks and verbal
attacks on others. I like to remember him as he was in 1969, a happy-go-lucky singer facing each
day as it came, a far cry from the mania ridden megalomaniac we have with us now.
NOTES:
Charlie only had one Meteor record issued. 'Sleepy Time Blues'/'AIl Messed Up' (Meteor 5025) by
Jess Hooper is not an alias for Feathers. Tom Phillips can recall Hooper appearing in and around
Memphis in the mid ‘50s, although he was not a native of Memphis.
Charlie mentioned that on his last session with King Records, the Prisonaires were used as
vocal/hand-clapping back up. It appears that because Johnny Bragg of the Sun recording
Prisonaires was present, Charlie assumed it was them. However, it would seem that they were in
fact the Marigolds, whom Bragg had just joined after his parole from the Nashville State Penitentiary.
Ramon Maupin was also present on both of Charlie's King sessions as drummer.
The tape that Roger listened to was in Tom Phillips' then recently built studio, and he heard eleven
tracks in all, with backing supplied by Marcus Van Story (bass); Feathers vocals
(S.C.)/guitar/drums); and Charlie Feathers Jnr./'Bubba·) on lead guitar. Of these, only two have
been issued so far, 'Tear It Up'/'Stutterin' Cindy' (Philwood P223) in the same year of recording1968.
In recent times, Charlie had stated that he recorded with two or three other companies before joining
King. In conversation with Roger Ford, he did not mention this at any time, saying that after the
Meteor disc, he went straight to King Records.
For those of you who have a copy of the Redita Album 'Living Legend' (Redita LP 107), four tracks
contained thereon ('Uh Huh Honey'/'Mound of Clay'/’Send Me the Pillow'/'I Forgot to Remember To
Forget') are stated to have been recorded at 706 Union Avenue, Memphis. They were in fact cut at
the Allied Studios sometime between 1971-73, the same studios where Charlie recorded his first
Barrelhouse album.
Although Charlie states he did not record 'I Forgot To Remember To Forget' for Sun, one wonders
what happened to the taped song that he gave Elvis.
Reproduced with the kind permission of Neil Foster
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The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
Big breaking news for this edition of The Buzz must be the information we here
at TFTW received from the 100 Club just a day or two ago, that the venue has
been given the green light to return to full capacity, which is much pleasurable
assurance that we can now pull out the stops and go ahead with advertising for our 20th Anniversary
of TFTW show at the venue, Sunday 26th September.
Other great news is that now we can also finally reawaken our TFTW documentary that has lain
dormant for close to 18 months, kicking off with a series of filming interviews this very month of
August.
Have all you fans of music of the roots kind, been checking out our latest videos, updated on a daily
basis by our talented webmaster, social secretary and TFTW FB administrator, Alan Lloyd, ably
assisted by Chris DeBruin, now settled in his new home in that peaceful haven in the Solent known
as the Isle Of Wight, home too, for a number of Woodies.
Before I hand over to Dave ‘Jazz Junction’ Carroll for another of his incomparable gig guides, I feel
I should mention that the shows advertised are simply the responsibility of various promotions, both
big and small, both corporate or independent as judging by the occasional phone and email queries
some believe falsely that they are TFTW promotions. If it is one of our productions it will clearly state
that fact and most certainly carry a reproduced flyer at least once inside this very magazine,
If you require further information on any of these events please contact the venue, or the company
that is promoting it. Not I, as I’m likely not to have any more idea than your good selves.
That’s all from me gang, for another issue, hoping you are all starting to get out a little to enjoy
yourselves? Remember, stay safe, take no risks, we want to have you all back with us in issue 123
in October.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
August 2021
3
Tuesday
Eddy & The Wild Dice
Blues at the local on the canal.
The Union Tavern, Westbourne Park, W9 2BA

Collection

7
Saturday
Kat Pearson
UK-based American blues chanteuse headlining low-key blues festival.
Ealing Blues Festival at Walpole Park (see www.ticketline.co.uk/ealing-summer-festivals#bio)
prices up to £10 on gate

Various

12
Thursday
Geno Washington & The Yo Yos
A nostalgia-fest for fans of the man who first hit UK stages in the 1960s.
The Eel Pie Club at the Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£14+ fees
20
Saturday
Si Cranstoun
Expect dance-flavoured entertainment, likely to include swing, rock ‘n’ roll, rhythm & blues, soul and ska.
Under The Bridge
£19 + fees
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23
Monday
Horace Andy
Reggae singer and songwriter who hit big with Skylarking in the early 1970s.
Jazz Café
£31.25
27 - 28 Friday - Saturday
Roy Ayers
One of the stars of jazz funk., soul jazz etc, still going strong at 80.
Jazz Café
£30 - £35 + fees
31
Tuesday
Dexter Wansel
Starring the man himself: musician, producer, arranger, composer, and Philly Soul great.
Jazz Café
£25 + fees
September 2021
1
Wednesday
Willy Tea Taylor
Singer-songwriter from Oakdale, California, influenced by Willie Nelson, Bob Dylan and more.
What’s Cookin’ at Leytonstone Social Club (formerly Leytonstone Ex-Services Club)
£11 (from Wegot
tickets)
1
Wednesday
The Drifters
A franchise that is still going strong after sixty-plus years.
Fairfield Halls
£31.25 - £45.50 + fees
7
Tuesday
Howard Hewett
Lead singer of Shalamar and a solo artist in his own right.
Jazz Café
£25 + fees
18
Saturday
A Night Of Boogie-Woogie
The pianists guaranteed to impress are Axel Zwingenberger, Luca Sestack,
Lluís Coloma and Ben Waters.
Cadogan Hall
£18 - £40 + fees
19
Sunday
Rod Picott
Americana/folk singer-songwriter based in Nashville. Fortunately not his
first UK visit.
Green Note at the Water Rats £14 + fees
20
Monday
Martha Wainwright
Folk royalty. Father is Loudon Wainwright III, mother Kate McGarrigle,
brother Rufus Wainwright, and half-sister is Lucy Wainwright Roche.
Union Chapel
£39.50 + fees

www.americanmusicmagazine.com

American Music Magazine is
published
by
the
Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club, a non-profit
organisation devoted to the 1950s
Rock'n'Roll music and our intention
is to document, as far as possible,
the early years of rock-a-billy,
Rock'n'Roll and its related artforms.
The text of the magazine is in
Swedish and English. Each issue is
full of original photographs and
discographies.
Editorial Board: Bo Berglind, Kent
Heineman, Ken Major, Erik
Petersson, Dominique Anglares,
Alexander Petrauskas.
See website for subscription
rates and back issues.

26
Sunday
Will Downing
Rescheduled gig for “The Prince of sophisticated soul”.
Jazz Café
£27.50 + fees
October 2021
2
Saturday
Lil’ Jimmy Reed + Bob Hall & Hilary Blythe
Return of Louisiana bluesman enjoying British support. Website: shakedownblues.co.uk/events.php
Castor Village Hall. Peterborough Rad, Castor, Peterborough, PE5 7AX See website for information
24 - 25 Sunday - Monday
Jarrod Lawson
The “Blue-eyed soul boy of jazz” belatedly (thanks to COVID) promoting his second album.
Jazz Café
£20 + fees
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25
Monday
Simone Felice
New York-born folk artist and former member of the Felice Brothers band.
The Lexington
£28.13
November 2021
2
Tuesday
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
Legendary Jamaican record producer still busy in his
eighties.
Powerhaus (formerly Dingwalls)
£25 + fees
6 & 7 Saturday & Sunday The Black Pumas
Rising duo mixing psychedelic soul with Latin hip-hop
influences.
Saturday – rescheduled date. Sunday – new booking.
The Roundhouse
£28.50 + fees

http://www.ukrock.net/

16 - 18 Tuesday - Thursday The Blues Chronicles
20 short films and 20 live performances re-creating a century of rhythm ‘n’ blues
Bush Hall
£25 + fees Unreserved seating
26
Friday
The Lost Brothers
Irish folk/country duo whose gentle harmonies have strong appeal.
Union Chapel
£20 + fees

A.L: There is someone online pretending to be me. He is bogus, and you should neither
respond to Friend Requests and you should ignore his postings.
Everybody else: Right, A.L. I have deleted this post and put a stop on your account.
A.L: No, you've got this wrong, this is the real me.
EE: That seems unlikely. An imposter would suggest ignoring you and unfriending you,
whereas your posts are often witty and amusing.
A.L: Like what?
EE: Well, we chuckled over your spoof post that suggested Just for Men, the beard dye
people, had sponsored Richard Branson's Virgin InterGalactic trip into space, because he
had obviously dyed his otherwise all-white beard for the trip. We also liked your post
suggesting washing your feet regularly during the hot weather, and your first aid tips on
using ice on small cuts. Invaluable stuff. Are you saying this was not you?
A.L: I don't know what you are talking about. This was not me. (Grammar patrol: Nominative
after the verb to be. Thus it was not I.) Ignore the other chap. and Grammar Patrol can piss
off as well, I'm getting angry.
EE: Well it seems more likely that it is you, since the imposter has suggested you be cut off
from Facebook. An imposter would post disrespectful comments about footballers, criticise
West Ham, and generally make you appear a person to avoid. Not the jolly japester we know
and love.
A.L: Listen, I know what is real and what is not. Do I have to post my inside leg
measurements, the name of my favourite tipple and my mother's maiden name to prove I
am telling the truth?
EE: Well a properly researched imposter would have that information. In any case, we don't
know your mother's maiden name. You are fighting a losing battle here. Are you certain
there is someone impersonating you? And it's not good AL and a bad AL, like Tony Perkins
in Psycho?
AL: How very dare you! There's nothing wrong with me, as my therapist will confirm.
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK's only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

'Tales From The Woods'
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to keithwoods25@hotmail.com
All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £30 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice… Keith Woods
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